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Introduction
Following America’s successful airline deregulation experiment in the late 1970s, many
countries deregulated their domestic airline markets. In contrast, deregulation of international
airline markets has occurred more slowly. At the 1944 Chicago convention, the United States
sought to establish multilateral agreements whereby market forces would primarily determine
fares and capacities on international routes. But the effort failed, and ever since, bilateral
agreements have provided the framework under which fares and service frequency between two
countries are determined.
The Carter administration promoted the idea of “open skies,” liberal bilateral agreements
that freed market forces to be the most important determinants of fares and capacity. Beginning
with a successful agreement with the Netherlands in 1992 and a recent one with Japan in late
2010, the United States has tended to consummate open skies agreements with one country at a
time. Other countries have also taken that approach, while multilateral agreements among
countries in Africa, South America, and the European Union have allowed participants to serve
each others’ countries, usually without any restrictions on fares.1
Generally, open skies agreements are initiated because two countries believe that mutual
benefits exist from pricing freedom and having unfettered airline access to each other’s gateway
airport(s); such agreements are opposed by countries that seek to protect their flag carrier(s) from
competition by closely regulating fares, entry, and flight frequency. It is therefore important to
know whether the open skies agreements that have been negotiated to date have increased
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The United States concluded a multilateral agreement in 2001 that superseded bilateral open
skies agreements with several APEC countries, including Singapore and Chile, and in 2007
finalized a comprehensive open skies agreement with the European Union and its member states
that allowed for open skies between the United States and the United Kingdom and Spain among
other European countries, which previously did not have open skies agreements with the U.S.
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competition and benefitted air travelers and whether travelers’ welfare would improve
significantly if more countries negotiated open skies agreements. Cristea, Hummels, and
Roberson (2012) analyzed data from the U.S. Department of Transportation that included only
U.S. carriers and international routes flown by those carriers and estimated that open skies
agreements have reduced fares, adjusted for changes in flight frequency and new routings, 32%
compared with fares in markets that remain regulated. Piermartini and Rousova (2013) found
that full adoption of open skies agreements would increase passenger traffic worldwide 5%, but
they did not assess the effects on fares. Finally, Micco and Serebrisky (2006) found that open
skies agreements that have been negotiated between 1990 and 2003 and that govern air cargo and
passengers have caused a 9% drop in the cost of shipping freight by air.
A related literature on international airline competition assesses the effects on travelers of
airline alliances where U.S. and foreign carriers have established limited marketing
arrangements, such as a reciprocal frequent flier program, or an international code-share
agreement that allows an airline to sell seats on a partner’s planes as if they were its own.
Alliances facilitate interline traffic across the networks of the partners, providing “seamless”
service in city-pair markets where single-carrier service is not available (Brueckner (2001)).
Brueckner, Lee, and Singer (2011) provides recent evidence that alliances reduce fares relative to
those offered by two nonaligned carriers by eliminating double marginalization of interline fares.
Because alliances could account for some of the benefits attributable to open skies agreements, it
is important to distinguish between the two policies’ effects on travelers’ welfare.2
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Whalen (2007) attempted to distinguish between the effects on fares of open skies agreements
and code-share alliances that were given antitrust immunity and found that open skies led to
somewhat higher fares, which he could not explain.
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In this paper, we draw on a large sample of major U.S. and non-U.S. international routes
that are served by the world’s leading airlines to explore the effects of open skies agreements on
air travelers’ welfare, accounting for changes in fares and flight frequency. We estimate a model
of airline market demand, pricing, flight frequency, and market structure and find that open skies
agreements have generated at least $4 billion in annual gains to travelers on our sample of U.S.
international routes, which includes almost a 15% reduction in fares and amounts to roughly
20% of carriers’ annual revenues on those routes. Moreover, we find that travelers would reap
another $4 billion annually if United States policymakers could overcome the political obstacles
that have prevented them from negotiating open skies agreements with other countries that have
a significant amount of U.S. international passenger traffic. Given that open skies policies have
advanced with little publicized evidence of their benefits to travelers, broad dissemination of this
(and other) positive evidence may spur policymakers to eliminate the remaining economic
regulations on foreign airline competition and to enable the world’s airlines to operate efficiently
in a fully deregulated environment.

Overview of the Approach and the Data Set
In this analysis, international airline markets are defined as non-directional airport pairs,
such as Washington, D.C. Dulles and London, Heathrow. Our goal is to estimate the effect of
open skies agreements (OSAs) on travelers’ welfare in those markets. Traditional analyses of
the economic effects of a regulatory policy specify a dummy variable, typically assumed to be
exogenous, which indicates when the regulatory policy is in effect and captures the policy’s
effect on a variable related to welfare such as prices (Joskow and Rose (1989)). The analysis
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here is complicated by several endogenous variables that affect each other and determine the
effects of open skies agreements on air travelers’ welfare.
We outline the framework in figure 1. The policy variable, OSAs, eliminates restrictions
on entry and fares in a market and thus affects flight frequency and fares. We classify fares by
service segments, such as first class, economy, and so on. In addition, OSAs can affect market
structure, as measured by the number of carriers, which affects flight frequency.

Market

structure also affects and is affected by fares. Air travel demand is a function of both fares and
frequency. We distinguish between top level demand, measured by the number of passengers,
which affects flight frequency, and bottom level demand, which allocates passengers across fare
segments and is measured by fare segment expenditure shares. Finally, air travelers’ demand is
used to measure the welfare effects of OSAs based on the compensating variation—that is, the
change in expenditures that enables travelers to achieve the same level of utility from fares and
flight frequency before OSAs are implemented as they do after OSAs are implemented. Our
empirical analysis therefore consists of specifying and estimating a simultaneous equations
model that treats demand, fares, frequency, the regulatory environment, and the number of
carriers as endogenous and that affect each other as indicated by the figure.3
To execute the analysis, we purchased data that are provided by the world’s leading
international airlines to the International Air Transportation Association (IATA). We kept the
cost manageable by constructing a sample that consisted of the top 500 non-directional
international airport pair routes, including U.S. and non-U.S. routes, based on passengers.

3

Modern empirical industrial organization offers sophisticated structural approaches to derive a
model of market structure based on airlines’ strategic behavior (for example, Cilberto and Tamer
(2009)), but we cannot take such an approach here because airlines compete in some
international markets where entry and fares are tightly regulated.
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It is common practice in studies of air transportation to construct a sample of routes based
on a threshold of the populations of the cities whose airports comprise the routes (e.g., Berry and
Jia (2010)) or of the ranking of the routes based on passenger traffic (e.g., Morrison and Winston
(2000)) because the largest cities and routes have a disproportionately large share of all airline
traffic. Such samples tend to consist of airline travel that would be expected to be generated to a
significant extent by a random sample of airline tickets and should not be seriously affected by
selection bias. We compare the findings based on our full sample of routes with the findings
based on our primary sample of interest, a subsample of U.S. international routes that includes
the open skies agreements that were negotiated during the period of study. As shown later, we
obtain similar findings from the two samples, which is useful validation because both their size
and the average characteristics of their routes are different.
We obtained monthly summaries of passenger travel during 2005 to 2009.4 According to
IATA, the top 500 routes accounted for 26% of international airline passengers during 2009.
The 66 U.S. international routes in the sample accounted for 20% of passengers on U.S.
international routes. During the period of our sample, the top 500 international routes carried an
annual average of 489,660 passengers per route and generated $186 million in passenger
revenues per route and the 66 U.S. international routes carried an annual average of 452,484
passengers per route and generated $306 million in passenger revenues per route. Because we do
not extrapolate the findings to estimate the effects of open skies agreements on other
international routes that are not included in those samples, our conclusions are not subject to
selectivity bias. However, as noted, we check the robustness of the parameter estimates for U.S.
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Although the data set constitutes a viable sample of air travel throughout the world, IATA
cannot warrant completeness or the accuracy of all data elements.
5

international routes by comparing them with parameter estimates based on the full sample of 500
international routes.
For a given international origin-destination pair, the variables in the data set include
average fares plus taxes for five fare classes (discount economy, full economy, business, first
class, and other), the number of passengers by fare class, the number of non-stop and connecting
flights (hence, we account for non-stop and connecting routes), and the carriers serving the
market with non-stop service and with connecting service.5 We combined fares that were similar
into the same classification and analyzed air travel behavior for three fare classifications:
discount economy and “other” fares, full economy, and business and first class fares.
The availability of fares and passengers for different fare classifications is a useful
feature of the data set because we do not have to restrict travelers’ preferences to be
homogeneous across those classifications. At the same time, we found that some routes had
missing data for particular classes and others periodically had missing data for a month or so.
Hence, our final data set is an unbalanced panel of 22638 observations, consisting of complete
data for the three fare classifications for 415 non-directional routes.6
The treaties that govern aviation policy between two countries fall under the following
seven categories: traditional (a non-open skies agreement that imposes regulatory restrictions on
fares, entry, and flight frequency); provisional open skies (functionally open skies, but not yet
5

Fares were provided without taxes. To obtain fares that included taxes, we compiled data
provided by IATA on total tax revenue for each market, each period, and each fare class and
added the tax per passenger to the average fares to obtain full (average) fares including taxes.
6

Missing data could arise because the carriers serving a route did not offer service in a particular
fare classification or because there were no bookings on a route for a particular fare classification
during a given month. If those observations could be identified, it would be possible to use them
in a selectivity model, but the routes with values of zero for particular fare classifications could
not be combined with routes that had data for all fare classifications to analyze travelers’ demand
because fare substitution patterns would be different for those routes.
6

official); open skies (full liberalization of fares, entry, and flight frequency subject to available
airport capacity); EU open skies (open skies applying to routes between EU member countries);
US-EU open skies (open skies applying to routes between US and EU member countries); open
skies in force; and transitional (an open skies agreement has been negotiated but it will be
officially in effect at some future date). 7 We were not able to estimate models specifying
dummy variables for each category, so we created three categories by treating traditional and
transitional as distinct categories and combining the various open skies categories. The treaties
that the United States has negotiated with other countries are summarized in the U.S. Department
of State’s website 8 and the treaties that other countries have negotiated between themselves are
compiled by the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO).

Traditional agreements

govern 63% of the routes in our sample, open skies govern 35%, and transitional govern 2%.
Generally, the agreements reflect the attitude that two countries have toward liberalizing trade
with each other. Our final estimations specify a binary dummy variable to indicate the presence
of an open skies agreement (OSA), defined as 1 if the regulatory status on a route is open skies
or transitional; 0 otherwise.
Certain limitations of the data require us to qualify our analysis as likely to understate the
benefits of open skies agreements. First, although our data include the passengers on all the
domestic routes that contribute traffic to a given international origin-destination pair (e.g., all the
passengers who originate on a U.S route and connect at Washington, D.C., Dulles airport to fly
to London, Heathrow airport are included in this D.C.-London international route), we do not
7

Open skies, category 3, may be pending formalities, such as standard approvals by a non-U.S.
country that is involved in the agreement, while open skies in force, category 6, means the
agreement is fully bound as a matter of international treaty law. In practice, there is no
difference from the U.S. perspective between open skies and open skies in force.
8

http://www.state.gov/e/eb/tra/ata/index.htm
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measure the benefits to domestic (beyond) traffic generated by OSAs. For example, an increase
in competition from an OSA that reduces fares from Washington, D.C., Dulles airport to
London, Heathrow airport may also reduce fares on flights from certain U.S. airports to Dulles
airport to attract additional traffic to the United Kingdom. Second, we are not able to estimate a
model to determine the timing of an open skies agreement, but by constructing the OSA dummy
variable based on the specific date that an open skies agreement was or about to be in effect, we
are likely to understate the benefits of such agreements because some liberalization of air travel
regulations between two countries may have occurred before a formal open skies agreement was
negotiated. For example, Fisher-Ke and Windle (2012) summarized U.S. aviation negotiations
with China during 1999 to 2007, as China gradually agreed to liberalize regulations on the
number of weekly flights between the two countries, the number of carriers that could provide
service, and the cities that could be served without negotiating a formal open skies agreement.
Third, we hold the international airline network constant in our analysis, which means we do not
include the benefits from additional routes between two countries that may receive service
because of an OSA. Finally, as noted, our sample does not include air travelers who may benefit
from OSAs but who travel on lower density international routes that are not included in our top
500 international routes. This does not mean that our findings are biased due to sample selection.
Rather, the benefits from OSAs on lower density routes could be estimated using a sample that
included those routes and the total benefits from OSAs would then be the sum of the benefits
from both samples. We provide some perspective on the potential additional benefits from OSAs
by comparing findings from all the international routes in the sample and the U.S. international
routes, which carry fewer passengers annually per route.
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Simple summaries indicate that the fare and frequency data are plausible. We show in
figures 2a-c that although 2009 yields (average fare per mile) for international routes in all fare
classifications are determined by open skies and regulation, they are consistent with standard
summaries of fares in deregulated U.S. markets (see, for example, Morrison and Winston (1995))
by declining with route distance because of the fixed costs of takeoff and landing. As expected,
yields for first and business class exceed those for full economy and discount economy and the
means of all the yields, which range from roughly 60 cents per mile to 20 cents per mile, exceed
yields on U.S. domestic routes during 2009 of roughly 13 cents per mile.
A simple comparison of average fares on international routes with and without open skies
agreements suggests that open skies agreements have reduced fares for all fare classifications
and that the reductions are sizable—by 2009 they were roughly 40% (table 1). A similar
comparison also shows that routes with open skies agreements have had more flights even
though they had fewer passengers, with the difference peaking at close to 10% during 2007 and
2008 (table 2). Of course, those comparisons do not hold any other influences on fares and flight
frequency constant. We do so by specifying a plausible model of international airline markets.

Empirical Specification
Our simultaneous equations model of international airline markets specifies the demand
and supply, including fares and flight frequency, for air transportation, the agreement (traditional
or open skies) negotiated by the two countries that governs market competition, and the market
structure, measured by the number of carriers on the route.
Demand. We measure fares and passenger demand by fare classification, discount
economy, full economy, and business and first class, where the fare is the weighted (by number
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of passengers) average fare across all airline products in that fare classification and the number
of passengers is obtained by aggregating the passengers choosing those products. Airline
products are defined by carrier (e.g., United Airlines) and airport itinerary (e.g., non-stop
between Washington, D.C. Dulles Airport and London Heathrow airport).
We use Hausman’s (1997) two-level approach, where the top level corresponds to the
overall demand for air travel in the market, and the bottom level corresponds to the allocation of
total demand among the three fare classifications (referred to as market segments), conditional
on total expenditures. We model the bottom level using the flexible Almost Ideal Demand
System (Deaton and Muellbauer (1980)), so demand for a market segment is given by:
 Emt  3
sgmt   g   g log 
    gg  log  pg mt   g log Lm 
 Pmt  g  1
  gr   gc   gy   gt 

s
 gm   gmt
,g

(1)

 1,2,3

where s gmt is the revenue share of segment g in market m (e.g., Washington, D.C., Dulles to
London, Heathrow) in month t ; Emt is the overall market expenditure in month t and Pmt is a
price index; p g mt is the full price (including taxes) of segment g  ; and Lm is the distance between
the end-point airports. We include fixed effects dummy variables for regions of the world
(Europe, North America, and so on),  gr , the end-point countries,  gc , year,  gy , and month,

 gt . The regional dummy variables indicate routes where both the origin and destination airports
are located within a given region so they capture the effects of free trade agreements (e.g., within
the European Union and North America).
As an illustration of how we specify the regional and country dummies, for the
Washington, D.C.-Mexico City route we specify one regional dummy variable (North America)
and two country dummy variables (one for the U.S. and another for Mexico). There are a total of
10

90 countries in our sample. An alternative specification would include country-pair dummies, so
the U.S. and Mexico would comprise such a dummy. There are a total of 242 country-pairs in
our sample. As we explain later, our empirical findings are robust with respect to the alternative
ways of controlling for country effects.
We also specify individual market effects,  gm , which we treat as random and that allow
us to identify the coefficients associated with the time-invariant regressors such as distance and
the open-skies dummy variables. We discuss the implications of the random effects specification
for identification and estimation of the model later. Finally,  gmt is an error term.
s

The price index is given by the translog functional form:
3

log Pmt    0   g log  pgmt  
g 1

1 3 3
   gg log  pgmt log  pgmt  .
2 g 1g 1

(2)

Assuming travelers maximize utility, we impose the following well-known restrictions on
the demand parameters:
Adding-up:
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Homogeneity:   gg   0, g  1,2,3

(4)

Symmetry:  gg    g g

(5)

g 1

The adding-up constraints in equation (3) imply that it is appropriate to use only two of the three
revenue share equations in estimation to avoid the singularity problem. Because the choice of
which two does not affect the estimation results, we drop segment 3, discount economy.
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The volume of air travel in a non-directional airport-pair market captures a portion of the
origin and destination countries’ trade in the aviation service sector; thus, we specify the top
level demand as a gravity equation, which is the most commonly used functional form to model
trade flows:
log Qmt    0  1 log Pmt    2 log K mt    3 log N mt    4 log I mt    5 log Lm 
Q
  r   c   y   t   m   mT   mt

(6)

where Qmt is the number of air travelers in market m at time t ; Pmt is the price index given in
equation (2); K mt is the number of monthly direct and connecting flights; Nmt is the geometric
mean of the populations of the end-point countries at time t ; I mt is the geometric mean of the
per-capita-incomes of the end-point countries at time t ;  r ,  c ,  y , and  t are fixed
regional, end-point countries, year, and month effects;  m denotes the random market effects
that are allowed to be correlated with the regressors; and  mT , where  m is a random component
with zero mean and T denotes the time trend, captures the random market trend.9 The number of
flights affects market demand because more frequent flights reduce the costs of schedule delay,
defined as the difference between travelers’ preferred departure times and their actual departure
times, which increases the attractiveness of air compared with alternative modes and increases its
market share and the size of the travel market.10

9

We explored functional specifications that included a linear and a squared term for distance for
the top-level demand equation and for other equations in our model where distance appeared, but
we did not obtain statistically significant estimates of the squared term.
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The literature is much less clear on whether the number of flights, which does not vary by fare
classification, affects the expenditure shares, all else constant, and on the signs of those effects.
We explored the matter empirically and found that the number of flights was highly correlated
with total expenditures and produced very imprecise parameter estimates and implausible
elasticities.
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Supply. If airlines operate in an international market that is not subject to economic
regulations, they decide on the number of flights to offer and the fares to charge for those flights
to maximize profits. If carriers operate in a regulated market, they may or may not be able to
determine their flight frequencies while fares are set by the regulatory agreement. Given the
constraints imposed on airlines when they operate in a regulated market, we do not attempt to
build a structural model of airline behavior; instead, we simply indicate that our empirical model
resembles a two-stage game of airlines’ supply decisions, where airlines first determine their
flight frequency and then set fares given frequency. We then measure the effect of an open skies
agreement on competition in a market that may increase the number of flights and reduce fares
by reducing carriers’ costs or their price mark-ups or both.
Drawing on the U.S. airline deregulation experience, an open skies agreement will have
an initial—and potentially large—effect on carriers’ pricing and operating behavior shortly after
it is implemented and have effects that persist over time as carriers adjust to the change in the
competitive environment. We therefore capture an open skies agreement’s cumulative effect on
fares and flight frequency by specifying dummy variables to indicate its effects in the short and
long run. Because our sample covers the 2005 to 2009 period, we capture the initial or short-run
effects of the 12 open skies agreements (covering 35 of the 415 routes in the sample) that were
signed after 2005 and the long-run effects of the 67 open skies agreements (covering 144 of the
415 routes) that were signed before 2000. Only 3 open skies agreements (covering 11 routes in
the top 500 routes of the initial sample) were signed during 2000 to 2005, preventing us from
capturing the intermediate effects of the agreements because they were collinear with the
regional and end-point country dummies.
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We do not directly model flight frequency because, as indicated by equation (6), it affects
market demand and, subject to the regulatory agreement, it is adjusted by airlines to respond to
changes in demand. Thus, it is very difficult to uniquely identify both demand and frequency,
although we later specify instruments for frequency to estimate its effect on demand. Instead, we
model the long-run equilibrium relationship in a market between demand and flight frequency by
drawing on Belobaba, Odoni, and Barnhart’s argument (2009, p. 159) that airlines choose flight
frequency to achieve a target load factor as part of their long-run fleet planning process. The load
factor, which is defined as the percentage of seats filled by paying passengers, is our measure of
capacity utilization that we model as a function of market characteristics. We make the plausible
assumption that aircraft size (number of seats) in most international markets can be taken as
given because it is largely determined by market characteristics, such as the population at the
endpoint cities, distance, and airport size. For a given aircraft size, the number of flights is
therefore equivalent to the total number of seats.
Based on airlines’ long-run fleet planning process, we expect and later verify empirically
with Augmented Dickey-Fuller tests that passengers and flights are cointegrated—that is, some
linear combination of them is stationary—to maintain a long-run equilibrium relationship in
capacity utilization. Formally, let 1,  1  denote the normalized cointegrating vector, where
cointegration

implies

that

long-run

equilibrium

capacity utilization

is

defined

by

log K mt   1 log Qmt   emt . In the special case that the cointegrating vector is (1, -1), then emt is

simply the log of flights to demand ratio, which measures the log of the (inverse) load factor.
We expect the target (inverse) load factor in a market to depend on the population and per-capita
income of the cities that comprise the end-point airports because those variables determine
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market size, and also to depend on the market structure, regulatory status, the length of haul, and
other market characteristics including the presence of an alliance. We therefore specify:
s
emt   2 log N mt    3 log I mt    4 log Cmt    5 Amt   6OSAml   7OSAmt


(7)

8 log Lm   X mtK  K   r   c   y   q   m   mtK

where population, income, and length of haul have been defined previously. We measure market
structure with Cmt , the number of carriers, and account for the presence of a major airline
alliance in market m at time t with a dummy variable Amt ; OSAml is a dummy variable
indicating the open skies status of market m in the long run (1 if an open skies agreement was
s
signed before 2000; 0 otherwise); OSAmt
is a dummy variable indicating the open skies status of

market m in the short run (1 if an open skies agreement was signed after 2005; 0 otherwise);
K
X mt
is a vector of route-level attributes that affect airlines’ flight scheduling decisions, including

the difference between the historical average monthly rainfall and temperature at the origin and
destination airports and the number of cities connected to the end-point airports. We also include





regional, end-point countries, year, and monthly fixed effects  r ,  c , y and  t and random
market effects  m  , which are allowed to be correlated with the regressors. Those effects
K
include, for example, variations in aircraft size and load factors. Finally,  mt
represents the long-

run equilibrium error in capacity utilization. Because the error has to be a stationary series, we
test whether open skies agreements have caused long-run equilibrium capacity utilization to
undergo a structural change.
We specify airlines’ pricing decisions by first noting that conditional on market
passengers, flight frequency affects air fares through short-run fluctuations in capacity utilization
that are captured by emt . The remaining direct influences on fares, market structure, the presence
of a major airline alliance, and the status of open skies agreements affect mark-ups, while
15

carriers’ operating costs and thus fares are affected by trip distance interacted with the price of
crude oil at time t, Ot , and other route-level characteristics, X mtf , including historical average
monthly rainfall and temperature. Thus, we specify the fare equations as:
log  f gmt   0 g  1g log Qmt   2 g emt   3 g log Cmt   4 g Amt 
s
5 g OSAml  6 g OSAmt
 7 g log Lm   8 g log Lm  Ot  

(8)

f
X mtf gf   rg   cg   yg  tg   mg   gmt
, g  1,2,3

where we also include regional, end-point countries, year, and monthly fixed effects (  rg ,  cg ,  yg
and  tg ) and random market effects (  mg ), which are allowed to be correlated with regressors;
f
 gmt
is an error term.

Market structure.

An open skies agreement also affects fares by affecting market

structure, namely the number of carriers in an international airline market, because airlines are
free to enter the market to provide service, while they are generally unable to do so in a regulated
environment. Our specification includes dummy variables indicating whether an open skies
agreement was negotiated in the short run and the long run, fare revenues, which help determine
potential profits, and exogenous market characteristics. We also include a random market time
trend,  mT , where  m is a random component with zero mean and T is a time trend, because
we expect the evolution of a market’s structure to be time-persistent and to be different in
different markets—an expectation confirmed by time series plots of the number of carriers in
each market.
Our empirical model of market structure is therefore:
s
log Cmt    0   1OSAml  π 2OSAmt
 π 4 log Rmt    5 Amt 
M
 6 log Lm   X mtM Γ M  r  c  y  t  m  mT   mt
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(9)

M
where Rmt is total fare revenues in market m at time t and X mt
is a vector of market

characteristics that are likely to affect post-entry variable profits and the fixed-costs of entry,
including the number of cities connected to the airports that serve the end-point cities and the
number of carriers in the end-point countries; the presence of a major airline alliance, Amt , may
affect market structure by enabling an airline to use its partner’s network to serve a market; r ,

c ,  y and t are regional, end-point countries, year, and monthly fixed effects and m denotes
M
random market effects correlated with the regressors; and  mt
is an error term.

In sum, our modeling system consists of three demand and three fare equations, an
equilibrium capacity utilization equation, and a market structure equation. We account for the
common parameters that arise in the demand equations because the price index specified in
equation (2) appears in the three equations and for the symmetry condition in equation (5) that
restricts the substitution pattern across segments. The demand equations are also nonlinear in
parameters because the price index is multiplied by βg in equation (1) and by θ1 in equation (6).

Identification and Estimation
We use the logic of Difference-in-Differences (DID) methodology to identify the short
run effects of open skies agreements on market outcomes because a control group of markets
exists whose regulatory status was unchanged; identification of the long run effects relies on
cross-sectional variation across markets. One possible concern with this identification strategy is
that OSAs involving the United States tend to be with countries that are more developed than are
other countries, which may lead to an upward bias in the effects of OSAs. However, we hold
constant the difference between the control group of markets and the treatment group of markets
by including individual end-point country dummy variables and observed country characteristics,
17

such as population and income, in the specification. In addition, the full sample includes OSAs
between countries that are not among the most developed English speaking countries. As we
report later, the effect of OSAs on travelers’ fares is actually somewhat larger for the full sample
than for the subsample of US international routes in which the only OSAs involve the United
States, which also casts doubt that the estimates of the U.S. OSAs are upward biased.
Because open skies agreements are negotiated at the country-pair level instead of at the
route-level, we included dummy variables for the end-point countries in the specification of all
of the equations to control for omitted group effects at the country level. The estimates obtained
from specifying end-point country dummy variables are equivalent to those obtained by
specifying country-pair dummy variables when we restrict the sample to include only U.S.
international routes, which is the basis for our policy simulations. However, when we perform
estimations using the full sample, it is possible that the end-point country dummy variables may
not control fully for the effect of free trade agreements between two countries on fares, market
structure, and capacity utilization and that it would be preferable to specify country-pair dummy
variables to control for that effect. So, we checked the robustness of our findings by replacing
the end-point country dummy variables with the country-pair dummy variables in our model and
we found that the estimated effects of the OSAs hardly changed. This may be because the
regional dummy variables that we include, such as for the EU and North America, also capture
the effect of free trade agreements.
The random effects regression equations in our model can be expressed in general form
as:
y mt  X mt B1  Wm B2  cm   m t   mt ,
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(10)

where y m t is a dependent variable in market m at time t that we seek to explain; cm represents
the individual market effects that we model as random;  mt is the random market trend specified
in the top-level demand and market structure equations;  mt is the idiosyncratic random shocks;

X mt is a vector of time-varying regressors that are allowed to be correlated with random
components; and Wm is a vector of exogenous time-invariant regressors that include route
distance, regional, country, year and month dummies in most equations. This random effects
specification is similar to Hausman and Taylor (1981).
Challenges to identification arise in our model because we allow the random market
effects to be correlated with regressors and because the endogenous variables, passenger
demand, fares, flight frequency, market structure, and regulatory status, are also specified as
explanatory variables. When a regressor in X mt is correlated with the three random components
( cm , mt and  mt ), we use the demeaned first-order difference of zmt as its instrument, where

zmt is a variable uncorrelated with  mt and the process of demeaning and first-order differencing
removes its correlation with the random market effects and the random market trend. When a
regressor in X mt is correlated with cm and/or  mt but not with  mt , demeaning and/or firstorder differencing this variable leads to a valid instrument.
In some cases, certain variables can serve as instruments ( zmt ) because we hold other
variables in the specification constant. For example, the demeaned income and population of the
origin and destination countries are valid instruments for market expenditures in the bottom-level
demand equation because relative segment prices and expenditures are held constant. Potential
simultaneity bias is therefore avoided because fare class choice is not affected by changes in
income and population. As another example, the demeaned total bilateral trade value is a valid
instrument for the short-run regulatory status dummy variable in the capacity utilization equation
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(7) and in the fare equation (8) because the number of market passengers is held constant. We
summarize the estimable equations, the endogenous variables in those equations, and their
instruments in table 3 and discuss our identification strategies in detail in the appendix.
We explored first-stage regressions for each equation by regressing the endogenous
variables on the instruments and we found that all coefficients were statistically significant,
indicating that the instruments are correlated with the endogenous variables. The main results of
those regressions are presented in appendix tables A1 – A3. Later we present robustness tests of
our estimated models based on alternative approaches to constructing the instruments.
Turning to estimation, let Z mt denote a vector of instruments including both exogenous
regressors and instruments for the endogenous regressors; thus, the regression equations in our
model are identified by the mean independence condition E cm   m t   mt Z mt   0 . We estimate
the parameters of the model by Generalized Method of Moments (GMM), which employs the
orthogonal conditions implied by the mean independence condition as moment functions and
accounts for the correlations within an equation that arise from our random market effects
specification.

Accordingly, identification and estimation of the model do not rely on any

distribution assumptions for the error terms.
We could further improve estimation efficiency by accounting for the contemporaneous
correlation of the errors across equations but we found that it was not computationally feasible to
simultaneously estimate the large number of parameters that resulted from specifying eight
equations that each included regional, end-point country, year, and monthly dummy variables.11
We therefore estimate the three demand equations jointly to account for their common

11

Joint estimation is further complicated because the market demand and market structure
equations use lagged variables as instruments and are therefore estimated using subsamples of
the full data set.
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parameters and cross-equation constraints given in equations (3) – (5), and then estimate the
remaining equations individually. It turns out that the main parameters of interest are estimated
precisely and that the additional gain from estimating the eight equations jointly is likely to be
small. We provide a formal presentation of the estimation procedure in the appendix.

Estimation Results
The United States has negotiated many open skies agreements with other countries and
could negotiate even more in the future; thus, our main objective is to estimate travelers’ benefits
from open skies agreements on U.S. international routes. We do so by first estimating our model
using a subsample that contains only U.S. international routes because it is appropriate to use
parameter estimates obtained from that subsample to perform the welfare calculations. As noted,
we do not extrapolate our findings to all U.S. international routes and raise the possibility of
selectivity bias. However, given the full sample is more representative of international airline
markets, it is important to also estimate our model using the full sample to check the robustness
of the parameter estimates obtained from the subsample.
GMM parameter estimates of the demand, capacity utilization, fare, and market structure
equations for both samples are easier to digest if we report them in separate tables. Tables 4 and
5 present the top and bottom level (expenditure share) demand equations. The overall price
elasticities of air travel demand, conditional on a fixed number of flights, are -0.31 for the full
sample of international routes and -0.47 for the subsample of U.S. international routes. We
compare the unconditional demand elasticities, reported later, with those in the literature.
Generally, the other parameter estimates in the two samples are of similar magnitude and have
the expected sign: a greater number of flights increases demand with an elasticity between 0.26
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and 0.18; distance has a positive effect on demand, reflecting air’s speed advantage over other
modes, which reduces travel time costs for longer distance trips; 12 and demand is stimulated by
an increase in the mean population and income per capita of the end-point countries. The
population and income elasticities on U.S. international routes are greater than those on the full
sample of routes, in all likelihood because compared with populations in many other countries, a
smaller share of the U.S. population travels abroad so a change in population will yield a larger
demand elasticity and because compared with the United States, other countries have a much
lower per capita income so many residents still cannot afford air travel even if their income rises.
Most of the parameter estimates in the expenditure share equations shown in table 5 are
precisely estimated. Their magnitudes and the differences between the samples are clearer when
we use them below to calculate the own and cross-price elasticities of segment demand.
The cointegrating vector between market passengers and the number of flights enabled us
to construct the short-run fluctuations in equilibrium capacity utilization, which we included in
the airline fare equations. We can estimate the cointegrating vector and other parameters in the
equilibrium capacity utilization equation (7) by regressing log K mt  on log Qmt  and the other
explanatory variables. The estimation results presented in Table 6 include specifications in the
first and third columns with passenger demand as the only regressor and specifications in the
second and fourth columns that also include the other regressors. The estimated signs of the
regressors are plausible as population, income, number of carriers, and the number of cities
connected to the endpoint airports have a positive effect on the number of flights, while distance,
rainfall, and temperature differences at the endpoint airports have a negative effect. The negative

Distance’s coefficient is for the average distance in our sample. The effect of distance on
demand is likely to weaken for longer distances because alternative modes to air transportation
are not viable.
12
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effect of distance indicates that as routes become longer, airlines find it more efficient to operate
larger planes with lower frequency than to operate smaller planes with greater frequency. In
both samples, open skies agreements increase the number of flights in the short run and have a
statistically insignificant effect in the long run, while the presence of an alliance has a
statistically insignificant effect.
We use the parameter estimates from the full sample (column 2) to predict the residuals
so that we can test whether passengers and flights are in fact cointegrated (the value of the
cointegrating vector was robust to the alternative specifications). We define:
eˆmt  log K mt   0.6174  log Qmt  ,

(11)

and implement the Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test of cointegration by estimating the
following fixed-effects model:
p
~
e
ˆ
ˆ
,
emt   emt 1   ~ j eˆmt  j   X mt B  bme   mt

(12)

j 1

~
where X mt is a vector of regressors including market characteristics such as population, per-

capita-income, number of carriers, and year and month dummies. Under the null hypothesis that
the log number of flights and the log number of market passengers are not cointegrated, the
parameter   0 ;   0 under the alternative hypothesis that those two series are conintegrated.
We report OLS estimates of  based on alternative specifications in the appendix table A4 for
the full sample and also for the sample of U.S. international routes (using the parameter
estimates from column 4, table 6). All of the coefficient estimates are less than zero and have
large t-statistics, providing strong empirical support for the hypothesis that market passengers
and the number of flights are cointegrated in both samples.
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The responsiveness of segment demands, market demand, and the number of flights with
respect to a change in segment prices, overall price, and monthly flights can be calculated only
numerically; we describe our approach in the appendix. As shown in table 7, the own-price
elasticities for both samples have the correct negative sign and their magnitudes imply that
travelers in the full sample who fly first class, business, and full economy are more responsive to
fare changes in their segments than are travelers who fly discount economy, in all likelihood
because air fares constitute a larger share of the total cost of their trips and because fewer people
fly in those segments so a given change in price will produce a larger elasticity. Those factors
may also explain why travelers on U.S. international routes who fly full economy have the
greatest response to fares changes in their segment. The unconditional price-elasticities of market
demand are, as expected, larger than the conditional elasticities obtained previously from the toplevel demand model because they account for the change in the number of flights. Their
magnitudes, -0.39 for the full sample of international routes and -0.53 for the subsample of U.S.
international routes, are bounded by the mean price elasticity for business travelers, -0.27, and
the mean price elasticity for pleasure travelers, -1.04, that are reported in an extensive survey of
air travel demand elasticities by Gillen, Morrison and Stewart (2003).
Generally, the cross-price elasticities indicate, as expected, that an increase in the fares of
one segment increase the demand in the other segments and decrease total demand and monthly
flights. An increase in the overall price reduces segment demands and flights. And increases in
monthly flights increase segment demands and total demand.
The effects of the open skies dummies on fares are of particular importance to our
analysis. As shown in table 8, the initial (short-run) effect of an open skies agreement is to
reduce fares approximately 50 percent or more in the full sample and approximately 25 percent
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or more in the subsample of U.S. international routes; its additional long-run effect is to reduce
fares approximately 15 to nearly 30 percent in the full sample and 20 percent or more in the
subsample of U.S. international routes. 13 Note those estimates hold the number of carriers
constant when, in fact, open skies agreements may enable more carriers to enter and compete on
a route, which according to the parameter estimates in the table would further decrease fares in
each segment, although the effects on full economy fares in both samples are not statistically
significant.
We indicated in the introduction that it is important to distinguish between the effects on
fares of open skies agreements and an airline alliance between two international carriers. Our
specification controls for the effect of an alliance (with antitrust immunity) on fares; thus, our
finding that open skies agreements reduce fares cannot be partly attributed to the presence of
alliances. Consistent with previous research, we also find that an airline alliance (with antitrust
immunity) on a route generally lower fares. The coefficients, indicating fare reductions of 10%
to 25%, are much larger and more precisely estimated for the subsample of U.S. international
routes than for the full sample, which may reflect the relative effectiveness of alliances that
involve a U.S. carrier. We have also noted that we do not account for traffic beyond the origin
and destination airports, which may account for the small effects of alliances on fares in the full
sample.

In sum, although open skies agreements reduce travelers’ fares more than airline

alliances do, the policies are related because the granting of antitrust immunity to a U.S. carrier
and its foreign alliance partner is approved by the U.S. Department of Transportation only if an
open-skies agreement exists between the United States and the foreign partner’s country.

13

We use the term approximately because the exact effect of a dummy variable in a log linear
equation is given by 1-exp(-COEFF), where COEFF is the coefficient of the dummy variable.
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The remaining parameter estimates have the expected sign: fares are increased by greater
passenger demand, given aircraft and airport capacity constraints, longer distances, higher oil
prices, greater rainfall that causes delays and increases operating costs, and larger temperature
differences between January and July at the end-point airports that indicate higher operating
costs during winter. Fares are reduced by an increase in capacity utilization, although the effect
is not precisely estimated in the subsample of U.S. international routes, possibly because load
factors do not vary greatly over time and across those routes.
Finally, the market structure equation (table 9) indicates that carriers in both samples
adjust their networks after the countries at the origin and destination negotiate an open skies
agreement. In the short run, the number of carriers on a route falls because inefficient carriers
are no longer protected by price and entry regulations and they are driven out by more efficient
carriers. In the long run, other carriers covered by the agreement have sufficient time to expand
their networks and take advantage of the opportunities to enter new international markets thereby
increasing the number of carriers on a route. Thus, open skies agreements in the full sample and
the subsample of U.S. international routes have the direct effect of stimulating competition that
reduces fares in the short run and continues to reduce them in the long run and that increases
flight frequency in the short run. And they have the indirect effect of increasing fares and
decreasing flights in the short run by reducing the number of carriers on a route but decreasing
fares and increasing flights in the long run by increasing the number of carriers on a route.
We again distinguish between the effects of open skies agreements and alliances in the
specification and find that the number of carriers on a route increases when an alliance is formed.
The remaining estimates indicate that total revenues, distance, and the number of carriers from
the end-point countries are positively related to the number of carriers on a route, while an
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increase in the number of cities connected to the end-point airports reduces the number of
carriers on a route, which may suggest a mega-carrier(s) is dominating the market.
In sum, we have analyzed a broad sample of international airline routes throughout the
world and a subsample of U.S. international airline routes, the former transporting more annual
passengers, on average, and the latter generating more annual revenues, on average, and we have
found that travelers have benefited from open skies through lower fares and greater flight
frequency in both samples. Using samples of routes with different levels of passenger demand
and fares provides an important robustness check on our findings and suggests that air travelers
on routes that are not included in our analysis may also benefit from open skies. As discussed in
the appendix and reported in appendix tables A5-A6, we also provide robustness checks by
eliminating certain instruments whose exogeneity may be questioned because it is based on
holding other variables in the specification constant and by exploring how our estimates of the
open skies dummy variables are affected. The alternative estimates continue to indicate that
travelers have benefited from open skies agreements. We now quantify the magnitude of those
benefits.

Travelers’ Gains from Open Skies Agreements
How much have travelers gained from the open skies agreements that have been
negotiated to date and what additional gains could they realize if more countries negotiated
agreements? We use the parameter estimates obtained from the subsample of U.S. international
routes to address those questions because we can obtain more accurate estimates, especially
given that the estimates of the short-run and long-run open skies dummy variables in the fare
equations were economically and statistically significantly different from those estimated using
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the full sample. At the same time, because most of the parameter estimates in the subsample
were broadly similar in sign, statistical precision, and magnitude to those obtained from the full
sample, they are sufficiently robust to use for welfare calculations.
Recall that the total gains from open skies agreements consist of initial short-run gains,
which because our data set covers travel during 2005 to 2009 we can measure for agreements
negotiated after 2005, and additional long run gains, which we can measure for agreements
negotiated before 2000. We can therefore measure the initial gains or additional long-run gains
from an open skies agreement but not both. Specifically, we use our model to calculate the
(short-run) change in consumers’ welfare on U.S. international routes where airlines have been
operating under open skies agreements that were signed between 2005 and 2009 (appendix table
A7 shows there are 26 such routes in our sample) assuming those agreements did not exist. We
then calculate the (additional long-run) change in consumers’ welfare on U.S. international
routes where airlines have been operating under open skies agreements that were signed before
the year 2000 (appendix table A8 shows that there are 11 such routes in our sample) assuming
those agreements did not exist. Finally, we show the potential gains to travelers from the U.S.
negotiating open skies agreements with countries with which they have yet to do so by
calculating the change in consumers’ welfare on U.S. international routes where airlines have not
been operating under open skies agreements as of 2009 (appendix table A9 shows there are 29
such routes in our sample) assuming those agreements did exist. In this case, we are able to
calculate the initial and additional long-run gains from open skies agreements.
We determine the equilibrium number of carriers, flights, segment prices, and passengers
for each counterfactual scenario by iterating the demand, capacity utilization, fare, and market
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structure equations after we assume a change in regulatory policy. We describe our algorithm in
the appendix. Calculations are performed for each month between 2005 and 2009 on each route.
We account for changes in both prices and service quality attributable to open skies
agreements by first specifying a representative consumer’s expenditure function corresponding
to the Almost Ideal Demand System as (to simplify the exposition, we drop the market and time
subscripts)





3

ln E u 0 , P  log( P)  u 0  pg g ,

(13)

g 1

where log( P) is defined in equation (2) and u 0 is the traveler’s initial (observed) indirect utility.
If p e denotes the segment prices for a given counterfactual scenario obtained for a simulated
equilibrium, e, then we can measure the compensating variation for the price effects alone by



 



CV p  E u 0 , p e  E u 0 , p 0 .

(14)

We can then measure the compensating variation for the change in service quality—that is, the
number of flights —by simulating the virtual segment prices (denoted by pV ) that yield the same
equilibrium quantity of passengers as in the counterfactual scenario assuming we hold the
number of flights at its initial level—that is, before the change in regulatory policy. Thus the
additional change in welfare caused by the change in the number of flights K is given by



 



CVK  E u 0 , pV  E u 0 , pe .

(15)

We can then compute the annual changes in travelers’ welfare by aggregating the
compensating variations, CVp and CVK , per market and per month for each year from 2005 to
2009 and averaging the values over the five years. In sum, by comparing market outcomes under
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the counterfactual scenarios with observed outcomes during the sample period, we can quantify
the initial and/or long-run effects of open skies agreements on the selected markets.14
As shown in table 10, eliminating the open skies agreements on U.S. international routes
that have been signed between 2005 and 2009 would initially raise fares in all segments, with the
greatest effect, 50%, on business and first-class fares; reduce passenger demand in all segments
and market demand; reduce the number of flights; and increase the number of carriers per
route.15 Travelers would lose $3 billion annually, nearly $2 billion from higher fares and $1
billion from fewer flights, indicating that they gained substantially from the open skies
agreements that had been negotiated during that period. As noted, we are understating the total
gains because we cannot measure the additional long-run effects that would increase the initial
gains.
We show in table 11 that eliminating open skies agreements on U.S. international routes
that have been signed before 2000 would in the long run raise fares in all segments, with the

14

As a conceptual point, our model provides estimates of the effect of signing an OSA but not of
eliminating an OSA, while in our counterfactuals we explore how travelers’ welfare would
change if OSAs were eliminated and if they were enacted. When we explore how travelers’
welfare would change if OSAs were eliminated on those routes that had them, we assume that
the estimated effect of an OSA is zero and that the other coefficients are held constant. Those
are reasonable assumptions even if no OSAs have actually been eliminated because many routes
do not have OSAs, which means the OSA dummy takes on a value of zero, and the other
coefficients should not change for a given value of the OSA dummy. When we explore how
travelers’ welfare would change if OSAs were enacted, we assume the estimated effect of an
OSA takes on the value that an OSA has had on other routes when it is in effect and that the
other coefficients are held constant. We cannot assess that assumption, but it is the most
plausible one we can make given the available evidence and it should not seriously weaken our
argument that, in general, we are underestimating the benefits of OSAs.
15

It could be argued that we are overstating the increase in the number of carriers per route
because regulations would limit entry. However, even under regulation, several carriers were
able to provide connecting service to a route through their domestic hubs. In any case, by not
constraining the increase in the number of carriers per route under regulation, we are
underestimating the benefits to travelers from open skies agreements.
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greatest effect, 26%, on business and first class fares; reduce passenger demand in all segments
and market demand; reduce the number of flights, and reduce the number of carriers per route.
Travelers would lose $0.84 billion annually, $0.7 billion from higher fares and $0.14 billion from
fewer flights; total losses would, of course, be much greater. Thus, travelers’ gains from the
open skies agreements that have been negotiated as of 2009 approach $4 billion annually, which
is broadly consistent with the gains estimated by Cristea, Hummels, and Roberson (2012).16
We complete our characterization of the welfare effects of open skies agreements on U.S.
international routes by showing in table 12 that if open skies agreements had been negotiated on
U.S. international routes that did not have them as of 2009, airline fares would fall and passenger
demand would increase both initially and in the long run; the number of flights would increase in
the short run and in the long run; the number of carriers serving each route would initially
decrease but increase in the long run; and the aggregate annual welfare gains to travelers would
amount to nearly $4 billion, doubling the annual gain that has been achieved thus far.17

Final Comments
Policymakers in the United States and abroad have taken decades to negotiate open skies
agreements that are enabling consumers to realize large gains from free trade in airline services.

16

Cristea, Hummels, and Roberson estimated that open skies agreements have reduced U.S.
carriers’ fares, adjusted for changes in flight frequency and new routings, 32% compared with
fares in markets that remain regulated. This figure yields an estimated welfare gain that is
comparable with ours given that U.S. carriers’ passenger revenues from international operations
amount to roughly $32 billion during our sample period and assuming based on our 2009 data
that markets with open skies agreements account for roughly half of those revenues.
17

Morrison and Winston (1995) used the U.S. Department of Transportation data for U.S.
carriers that serve international routes and estimated that the annual gains from the fare changes
alone to travelers who fly those carriers in a fully deregulated international air transport regime
would be $5.6 billion (2005 dollars).
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Moreover, additional large gains await travelers if policymakers negotiate open skies agreements
on more U.S. international routes. As noted, we have underestimated the total welfare gains
because we have not accounted for fare declines and increased flights that occurred before a
formal open skies agreement was approved; we have not included all U.S. international routes;
we have held the network of routes that we did include constant; and we have not accounted for
the likely reductions in fares for air traffic beyond the origins and destinations in our sample.
A complete assessment of open skies on U.S. welfare should also include its effects on
the air freight sector, airlines, and labor.

Because international air cargo and passenger

transportation are governed by the same regulatory environment, additional open skies
agreements are likely to cause declines in cargo rates that benefit shippers (Micco and Serebrisky
(2006)). As in the case of U.S. airline deregulation (Morrison and Winston (1986)), the most
efficient U.S. international carriers are likely to benefit from the new operating freedoms and
increase market share and the least efficient carriers are likely to lose market share with the
overall effect on U.S. airline industry profitability unclear at this point. Similarly, the increase in
passenger demand and flights should increase employment in the U.S. airline industry but more
intense competition on international routes may cause wages to fall with the overall welfare
effect also unclear at this point. Additional flights would increase noise and environmental
externalities, but improvements in current policy could reduce those costs (Winston (2013)).
Surprisingly, policymakers in the United States and abroad have made little effort to
publicize empirical assessments to generate support for expanding open skies agreements. The
evidence reported here and from other studies could hopefully be used for that purpose and, in
our view, to energize the debate to stimulate competition in a country’s domestic routes by
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granting cabotage rights to foreign carriers, which would enable travelers to benefit fully from
global airline deregulation.18

18

Little progress has been made in granting cabotage rights. As a continuation of air service to or
from the United States, U.S. air carriers may transport passengers or cargo between points in two
different European Union Member States (e.g., Madrid and Warsaw) but U.S. carriers may not
transport passengers or cargo between two points in any European Union Member State (e.g.,
Milan and Rome). Similarly, although EU carriers can continue flights within the United States
(for example, fly from Europe to New York and continue the flight to Los Angeles), they cannot
pick up new passengers in New York. So, they could be granted that right.
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Appendix
This appendix describes our identification strategy in detail, GMM estimation of the
model, the mathematical expression and algorithm that we used to obtain numerical estimates of
the demand and flight elasticities, robustness tests of our parameter estimates, and the algorithm
that we used to obtain the equilibrium number of carriers, segment prices, number of flights, and
passengers for the counterfactual scenarios that assess the effects of the open skies agreements
on travelers’ welfare.
A. Identification
As noted in the text, challenges to identification arise in our model because we allow
random market effects to be correlated with regressors and because the endogenous variables,
passenger demand, fares, flight frequency, market structure, and regulatory status, are also
specified as explanatory variables.

In the process of discussing identification strategies to

address those issues, we use the following notation: for any variable xmt , we denote demean as
Nm

Dxmt : xmt  N m1  xmt ; first-order difference as xmt : xmt  xmt 1 ; and the composition
t 1

Nm

between demean and first-order difference as D   xmt : xmt  N m  11  xmt , where N m
t 2

denotes the number of observations in the market.
Expenditure Share Equations. The market segment prices in the expenditure share
equations are likely to be affected by unobserved market characteristics and therefore correlated
with the random market effects  gm  and they are also likely to be correlated with the error
s
term,  gmt
, because airlines’ fares respond to random shocks that affect passenger demand (i.e.,

simultaneity bias). Total market expenditures ( Emt ) are also likely to be correlated with random
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market effects and subject to simultaneity bias because shifts in travelers’ segment preferences
can affect total market expenditures.
Identifying the expenditure share equations requires instruments that affect segment
prices, a market’s overall price level, and total expenditures, but that are unrelated to unobserved
market characteristics and travelers’ fare class preferences. And because the expenditure share
equations are nonlinear in parameters, identification requires that the number of instruments
exceed or equal the number of parameters.
We obtain one set of instruments from our construction of airline prices. Because the
average fare (including taxes) of a market segment is determined by airlines’ marginal costs,
mark-ups that are affected by demand, and average taxes, any variables that are not related to
mark-ups but that affect the other two influences could be used as instruments for prices. As
noted, we constructed the average fare in a market, including taxes, for each fare class. The taxper-passenger,  gmt , is determined by the policymaking process and paid where the ticket is
purchased. It is generally not affected by the same variables that influence mark-ups or by the
introduction of an OSA. The demeaned tax rate, D log  gmt  , is therefore unrelated to both  gm
s
and  gmt
and can be used as an instrument for log  p gmt  .

Turning to total market expenditures, Emt , appropriate instruments are observed market
characteristics that affect the top-level demand, including the population and per-capita-income
of the origin and destination countries. Market population and income can be treated as
exogenous because we hold relative segment prices and expenditures in a market constant; thus,
fluctuations in market population and income will not alter fare class choice and the expenditure
shares for the segments in the market. In other words, the effect of origin and destination
population and income on fare class choice is effectively absorbed by relative segment prices and
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expenditures. We demean the population and per-capita-income variables to remove the
correlation between them and the random market effects and use the demeaned variables as
instruments for Emt .
Finally, we include combinations of the preceding instruments with interaction terms for
those variables, as in the price index in equation (2) of the text. We denote the 1 Ls vector of
s
, g  1,2 .
instruments to identify the expenditure share (bottom level) demand equations by H gmt

Market Demand Equation. The top-level market demand function specified in equation
(6) of the text includes segment prices in the overall price index that are correlated with both  m
Q
and  mt
. We use the instruments for the segment prices in the expenditure share equations as

instruments for the endogenous prices in the market demand equation.

And we use the

demeaned population and per-capita-income as instruments for population and per-capita income
to address the potential bias arising from their correlation with random market effects.
Turning to the number of flights, if Qmt and K mt are interdependent because they are cointegrated, then a regression of log Qmt  on log K mt  would capture a common time trend and
overestimate the elasticity of demand with respect to the number of flights. Using data from the
415 markets in our sample, we estimate the following fixed-effects models of log Qmt  and
log K mt  by OLS, where t denotes the time trend and bmQ and bmK are the fixed-market effects.

log Qmt   0.7309 log Qmt 1   0.0010 t  bmQ

(A1)

log K mt   0.6762 log K mt 1   0.0010 t  bmK .

(A2)

( 0.0042 )

( 0.0043)

( 0.0001)

( 0.0001)

The coefficients show that the two series follow a common time trend and support the
hypothesis that they are cointegrated. Because the time trend in log Qmt  and log K mt  could
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vary across markets, we use  mT to capture the common time trend in equation (6) of the text;
log K mt  is expected to be correlated with both  mt (the common time trend with log Qmt  ) and
Q
 mt
(simultaneity bias). We therefore use the demeaned first-order difference of last year’s

number of flights, D   log K m t 12   , as an instrument for log K mt  . This is a valid instrument
because as pointed out by Barnhart and Cohn (2004), incremental changes to airlines’ long-run
fleet planning process suggest that it is highly correlated with log K mt  —a theoretical point that
we verified empirically by a first-stage regression of log K mt  on D   log K m t 12   . At the
Q
same time, our instrument should be uncorrelated with  m ,  mT and  mt
because it is free of

both individual market effects (by demeaning) and the time trend (by first-order differencing);
moreover, scheduling decisions that were made in a given month of the previous year are
unlikely to be correlated with temporary shocks to market demand in that month of the current
year. We denote the 1 LQ vector of instruments to identify the market demand equation, which
Q
also includes exogenous regressors in equation (6) of the text, by H mt
.

Equilibrium Capacity Utilization Equation.

Given log Qmt  and log K mt  are

conintegrated, the cointegrating vector can be estimated from equation (7) in the text by
regressing log K mt  on the other variables in the equation. We demean time varying variables to
remove the random market effects and use the demeaned variables as instruments in estimation.
The demeaned number of airlines on a route is uncorrelated with the error terms because market
structure is affected by long-run shocks to profitability that influence entry and exit decisions,
such as changes in market size and the cost of entering a market, rather than by temporary shocks
to equilibrium capacity utilization. The characteristics of individual routes are not a factor in
airlines’ decisions to form an alliance because those decisions are based on the structure of
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airlines’ entire networks; although the presence of an airline alliance may still be correlated with
random market effects, because those effects may be correlated across a network.

An

appropriate instrument for Amt would then be DAmt .
The open skies dummies are endogenous in equation (7) of the text because regulatory
status may be correlated with unobserved market effects,  m , and with unobserved factors that
K
also influence flight frequency or market demand,  mt
. If an open skies agreement were signed

long before the start of our sample period, 2005, it is reasonable to assume that OSAml is not
K
correlated with the current unobserved influences in  mt
but it may be correlated with  m . The
K
short-run open-skies dummy, OSA mt , is likely to be correlated with both  m and  mt
.

s

Open skies agreements between two countries liberalize trade in aviation services and are
likely to be correlated with the overall level of trade between the two countries. For example,
Poole (forthcoming) argues that reductions in international airline passenger fares would
generate more business travel that promotes trade by transferring information among highly
skilled professionals. We therefore use the two countries’ total imports and exports as
s 19
instruments for OSAmt
. Although trade flows may be expected to affect both market demand

and the number of flights, our specification holds the number of passengers in a market constant;
thus, fluctuations in trade flows between the two end-point countries will not affect the number
of flights in the market. Because trade flows may be correlated with random market effects we
use demeaned imports and exports as instruments in estimation. Our robustness tests presented
s
in section D of the appendix include estimates of OSA mt using one-year lagged values of

19

Total exports and imports are measured by the total value of exports and imports in millions of
US dollars, source: http://comtrade.un.org/db/.
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imports and exports as instruments. The decision by two end-point countries to sign open-skies
agreements is likely to be affected by historical bilateral trade values, but temporary shocks to
airlines’ flight frequency and fare decisions are not expected to be correlated with the preceding
year’s trade values. Finally, given open skies agreements are signed between countries, not
l
between a specific origin and destination on a route, the correlation between OSA m and  m

may be captured by the end-point countries fixed effects. We denote the 1 LK vector of
instruments to identify equilibrium capacity utilization, which also includes exogenous
K
regressors in equation (7) of the text, by H mt
.

Fare Equations. We use the preceding strategies to address the endogeneity of the open
skies dummies, number of carriers, and the presence of an airline alliance that are included in the
fare equations. Holding the number of passengers in a market constant, trade flows between the
two end-point countries are unlikely to affect segment fares in a market. Passenger demand is
also endogenous because of its possible correlation with unobserved market characteristics and
simultaneity bias. Demeaned population and per-capita-income, which affect market demand
but not air fares when market demand is hold constant, are therefore used as instruments for
demand. Our robustness tests presented in section D of the appendix include estimates of the
fare equations using population but not per-capita income and using lagged values of imports and
exports as instruments. Finally, short-run fluctuations in capacity utilization ( emt ) are correlated
with random market effects so Demt is used as an instrument. We denote the 1 L f vector of
instruments to identify the fare equations, which also include exogenous variables in equation (8)
f
of the text, by H gmt , g  1,2,3 .

Market Structure Equation. The market structure equation (9) in the text includes the
endogenous regulatory status variables, total revenues and the presence of an airline alliance.
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The decision to negotiate an open skies agreement is likely to be correlated with individual
market effects and with unobserved factors that affect market structure over time but it is
unlikely to be affected by temporal shocks to market structure that, for example, affect individual
s
carriers’ profitability. We therefore allow OSAmt
to be correlated with random market effects and
s
M
the random market trend, but uncorrelated with  mt
. We use D   OSAmt
as an instrument for

s
OSAmt
.

l
After incorporating country-pair dummies, OSAmt
is uncorrelated with the random

components.
Fare revenues, Rmt , are correlated with the three random components because they are
influenced by a market’s long-run profitability and the temporal profitability of individual
carriers. We use the price of crude oil as the instrument for log Rmt  because it affects fare
revenues by affecting fares without affecting airlines’ entry and exit behavior because such
behavior is influenced by variable profit, which is held constant in the specification. Finally, we
use the demeaned first-order difference of the presence of an airline alliance as the instrument for
the presence of an airline alliance dummy variable because the variables that influence the
decision to form an airline alliance may be correlated across a network. We denote the 1 LM
vector of instruments, which include exogenous regressors in equation (9) of the text and the
s
M
instruments for OSAmt
and log Rmt  , by H mt
.

B. GMM Estimation
As noted in the text, we estimate the demand equations jointly and the remaining
equations individually. Joint estimation of the demand equations is achieved by collecting
observations for any international airline market m and defining the instrument vectors
H ms

:

 

s Nm
H mt
t 1

and

H mQ

:

 

~
Q Nm
H mt t 1

, where N m is the total number of observations from market
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~

m and N m is the number of observations used to estimate the market demand equation. We also



s
define sgm :  gm   mt



m
t 1 , g



Q
 1,2 and Qm :  m   mt



m
t 1 .

The exogeneity of the instruments

implies

 

 







Ε H ms sgm   0 Ls 1 , g  1,2 and Ε H mQ Qm   0 LQ 1





(A3)

The empirical analogs to the moment conditions in equation (A3) are
M

 

M

 

 gs  gs   M 1  H ms sgm  gs , g  1,2 and  Q Q   M 1  H mQ Qm Q 
m 1

(A4)

m 1

where M is the number of markets,  gs is the vector of unknown parameters in the expenditure
share equations, and  gs is the vector of unknown parameters in the market demand equation.
For some weighting matrix  , the GMM estimator of  is the solution to the following
minimization problem:

ˆ

1s

ˆ 2s , 
ˆQ
,




 1s 1s  
 1s 1s  


 arg min   2 s  2 s       2 s  2 s 
1 s ,1 s ,Q 
  Q Q  
  Q Q  

(A5)

subject to the parametric restrictio ns in equations (3) - (5) in the text.

The optimal weighting matrix, which accounts for the within-equation correlation, is the
inverse of the variance-covariance matrix of the moment functions and takes the following form:

              

M





   M 1  diag H ms Var s1m H ms , H ms Var s2m H ms , H mQ Var Qm H mQ

m 1

*

 



1

(A6)

where diag  represents a diagonal matrix function. We first solve the constrained optimization

 

problem in (A5) to obtain consistent parameter estimates by specifying Var sgm , g  1,2 and

 

Var Qm as identity matrices. Given consistent parameter estimates, we then use the residuals to
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estimate Var sgm , g  1,2 and Var Qm , thereby obtaining more efficient parameter estimates
because we use the estimated optimal weighting matrix to solve the constrained optimization
problem in (A5).
We estimate the other equations individually using a similar approach. If we ignore the
within equation correlation, which is implied by the random effects specification, the GMM
approach to those single equations is equivalent to the 2SLS estimator. Accounting for the
within-equation correlation can improve the efficiency of parameter estimates. Finally, because
we estimate an Almost Ideal Demand System, we encounter the common problem that  0 in
equation (2) of the text is hard to identify. Given the price index would be equal to  0 in the
base period when the segment prices are unity, we choose  0 to be the sample mean of the log
of market expenditures because all variables on the right hand side of equation (1) in the text are
normalized to their sample means in estimation.20 Under this normalization, the estimated  g is
just the predicted expenditure share of a segment.
C. Elasticities
We use the estimated parameters to calculate elasticities of demand and flights. In the
short run, the number of carriers in a market is fixed so a price change in a segment will have a
direct effect on the demand for all three segments through equation (1), holding total market
expenditure constant. The price change will also have indirect effects on segment demands by
affecting the overall price index given by equation (2). A change in the overall price index will
change market demand and the number of flights, which are determined jointly by equations (6)
and (7). Finally, the change in market demand will affect segment demands by affecting market

20

This choice follows the original discussion in Deaton and Muellbauer (1980). The estimation
results are not sensitive to changes in the value of  0 .
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expenditures. In sum, the unconditional short-run elasticity of demand for segment g with
respect to the price of segment g  is given by



 ln q g  ln E  ln Q  ln P
 E  
slgg     gg    gg    g  s g    g  ln    s g 
 ln E  ln Q  ln P  ln p g 
 P  
 
 



 

(A7)

indirect effect via changing
market expenditur es

conditional elasticity: direct effect given market
expenditur es and number of flights

where  gg   1 if g  g  ; and 0 otherwise. Note also that the number of flights affects segment
demands by affecting market demand, which affects market expenditures.
Because a change in the overall price level affects both market demand and the number
of flights simultaneously, 1 in equation (6) captures only the conditional market demand price
elasticity given the number of flights. We measure the unconditional market demand price
elasticity by using the following algorithm to simulate market equilibrium after a change in the
overall price level.
Algorithm 1: Computing market passengers, number of flights and segment passengers after
changing segment prices
For a given change in p gmt , we first update the price index in equation (2) by using the
new segment prices denoted by pgmt . The updated price index allows us to update the total

market demand and number of flights by iterating between equations (6) and (7). Letting Qmt

 denote the updated number of flights, we can
denote the updated total market demand and K mt
solve for segment passengers given the new segment prices using the following iterative process:



j
Letting q mt
 q1jmt , q2jmt , q3jmt

 denote segment passengers from the last iteration j , the
3

j
 pgmt . At iteration j  1 , we proceed as
corresponding total market expenditure is Emtj   q gmt
g 1

follows:
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Step 1: Compute segment expenditure shares from equation (1) by using the new
segment price  p gmt  but fixing the market total expenditures at Emtj . The new segment
expenditure share is denoted by s gmt .
Step 2: Solve for the segment passengers based on the system of equations:
pgmt  q gmt

3

 ;
 qgmt  Qmt

g 1

3

 sgmt , g  1,2

 pg mt  q g mt

g 1

Step 3: Stop if the segment passengers from two successive iterations are very close;
otherwise, update Emtj and return to step 1.
D. Robustness Checks of Baseline Models Using Different Instruments in Estimation
As noted in the text and in our discussion of identification, there are some instruments that
we argued are valid in the process of estimating the short-run open skies dummy variable
because we hold other variables constant in the model. We tested whether our results were
affected by using such instruments. Specifically, in table A6 we compare estimates of our model
of capacity utilization using the current value of bilateral trade as an instrument for the short-run
open skies dummy, as in the baseline model, and a one-year lagged value of bilateral trade. In
table A7 we compare estimates of our baseline model of fares, which uses bilateral trade as an
instrument for the short-run open skies dummy and uses population and income per-capita as
instruments for market passengers, with estimates of an alternative model that uses a one-year
lagged value of bilateral trade as an instrument for the open skies dummy and only uses
population as an instrument for market passengers.

Generally, we find that open skies

agreements benefit travelers in the alternative specifications, as indicated by the coefficient of
the short-run open skies dummy variables, and that the other parameters do not change much.
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E. Counterfactual Welfare Scenarios
We use the following algorithm to compute equilibrium for each counterfactual scenario
in our welfare analysis.
Algorithm 2: Computing the equilibrium number of carriers, segment prices, and passengers for
the counterfactual scenarios
We first change the regulatory status on the routes under consideration. Given the
number of carriers, segment prices, number of flights and passengers from the last iteration j ,
we go through the following steps at iteration j  1 :
Step 1: Update the segment prices from equation (8) by fixing the number of carriers at

Cmtj — the number of carriers from the last iteration, by fixing the number of
flights at K mtj — the number of flights from the last iteration, and by fixing the
number of passengers at Qmtj – the number of passengers from the last iteration.
Step 2: Given the updated segment prices, update number of flights, market and segment
passengers under the new regulatory status using Algorithm 1.
Step 3: Update market fare revenues by using the fact that segment fares are equal to
segment prices minus segment taxes, which are held constant.
Step 4: Update the number of carriers from equation (9).
Step 5: Stop if the market outcomes from two successive iterations are very close;
otherwise, return to step 1.
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Figure 1: A flow chart of the welfare effects of open-skies agreements
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Figure 2a: The relationship between yield and distance for first and business class in 2009
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Note: The plots for other years in the sample have a similar pattern. The means of the yields in
nominal $US are: 0.58 in 2005, 0.60 in 2006, 0.64 in 2007, 0.67 in 2008, and 0.61 in 2009.
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Figure 2b: The relationship between yield and distance for full economy in 2009
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Note: The plots for other years in the sample have a similar pattern. The means of the yields in
nominal $US are: 0.34 in 2005, 0.34 in 2006, 0.36 in 2007, 0.37 in 2008, and 0.32 in 2009.
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Figure 2c: The relationship between yield and distance for discount economy in 2009
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Note: The plots for other years in the sample have a similar pattern. The means of the yields in
nominal $US are: 0.24 in 2005, 0.22 in 2006, 0.23 in 2007, 0.24 in 2008, and 0.21 in 2009.
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Table 1. Average fares (nominal $) by fare classification and regulatory status (standard
deviation)
First or business
Full Economy
Discount Economy
2005
Traditional
Open skies
2006
Traditional
Open skies
2007
Traditional
Open skies
2008
Traditional
Open skies
2009
Traditional
Open skies

827 (691)
586 (388)

403 (251)
289 (153)

323 (206)
184 (126)

883 (756)
611 (452)

397 (241)
289 (152)

301 (178)
175 (130)

975 (851)
647 (505)

418 (253)
297 (159)

309 (181)
182 (132)

969 (831)
701 (641)

419 (256)
205 (172)

310 (192)
190 (144)

1000 (884)
596 (524)

389 (247)
245 (142)

307 (213)
164 (123)

Table 2. Average number of monthly flights (including both direct and connecting flights)
by regulatory status (standard deviation)
Number of monthly direct and
Number of monthly market
connecting flights
passengers in thousands
2005
Traditional
382 (293)
39.50 (37.51)
Open skies
407 (277)
34.41 (25.23)
2006
Traditional
399 (292)
41.85 (38.74)
Open skies
418 (283)
36.35 (24.09)
2007
Traditional
409 (287)
44.53 (40.24)
Open skies
446 (283)
39.68 (24.56)
2008
Traditional
417 (277)
43.93 (37.35)
Open skies
452 (276)
40.11 (23.71)
2009
Traditional
424 (267)
43.54 (34.86)
Open skies
433 (255)
39.52 (22.31)
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Table 3. Equations, endogenous variables, and instruments
Equations
Expenditure
share
equations
(equation (1)
in the text)

Market
demand
equation
(equation (6)
in the text)

Endogenous variables
Segment prices  pgmt  and price
index Pmt 

Market expenditure Emt 

Segment prices  p gmt  and price
index Pmt 
Market population and per-capitaincome Nmt , I mt 
Number of flights Kmt 

Equilibrium
capacity
utilization
equation
(equation (7)
in the text)





Market population and per-capitaincome Nmt , I mt 
Number of carriers Cmt 

Segment fare
equations
(equation (8)
in the text)

Market
structure
equation
(equation (9)
in the text)



s
Regulatory status OSAmt

Correlation with random
market effects and
simultaneity bias
Correlation with random
market effects
Correlation with both
random market effects and
random market trends;
simultaneity bias

Presence of alliance  Amt 
s
Regulatory status OSAmt

Source of endogeneity
Correlation with random
market effects and
simultaneity bias
Correlation with random
market effects and
simultaneity bias



Number of passengers Qmt 

Correlation with random
market effects
Correlation with random
market effects and
simultaneity bias
Correlation with random
market effects
Correlation with both
random market effects
Correlation with random
market effects and
simultaneity bias
Correlation with random
market effects and
simultaneity bias

Number of carriers Cmt  and
presence of alliance  Amt 

Correlation with random
market effects

Short-run fluctuation in equilibrium
capacity utilization emt 

Correlation with random
market effects

s
Regulatory status OSAmt

Correlation with random
market effects and with
random market trend





Market fare revenue Rmt 

Presence of an airline alliance  Amt 

Simultaneity bias and
correlation with both
random market effects and
random market trend
Correlation with random
market effects
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Instruments
Demeaned segment average
taxes
Demeaned market
population and income-percapita, which affect market
expenditure by affecting
market demand.
Same as those in the share
equations
Demeaned market
population and per-capita
income
Demeaned first-order
difference of last year’s log
number of flights
Demeaned alliance presence
Demeaned imports and
exports between the two
countries
Demeaned market
population and per-capita
income
Demeaned number of
carriers
Demeaned imports and
exports between the two
countries
Demeaned market
population and income-percapita, which affect market
demand
Demeaned number of
carriers and alliance
presence

Demeaned equilibrium
capacity utilization
Demeaned first-order
difference of regulatory
status
The price of crude oil

Demeaned first-order
difference of the presence of
an alliance

Table 4. GMM top-level demand estimates (standard errors)
Dependent variable: log
Dependent variable: log
number of market
number of market
passengers
passengers
Full Sample

U.S. International Routes
Only
-0.4680 (0.1843)
0.1845 (0.0982)
0.1756 (0.0724)

Log price index
-0.3064 (0.1247)
Log number of flights
0.2625 (0.1311)
Log distance
0.0910 (0.0588)
Log geometric mean population of the
end-point countries
2.1275 (0.7478)
4.0369 (1.9514)
Log geometric mean of income per
capita of the end-point countries
0.3701 (0.1433)
1.2048 (0.2995)
Regional dummies included
Yes
Yes
Country dummies included
Yes
Yes
Year dummies included
Yes
Yes
Monthly dummies included
Yes
Yes
Random market effects taken into Yes
Yes
account
Number of markets (directional routes) a 408
66
Number of observations
17572
2940
a
As noted in footnote 11, market demand is estimated using lagged variables as instruments,
which slightly reduces the number of markets in the final estimation using the full sample.
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Table 5. GMM bottom-level demand (expenditure shares) estimates (standard errors)
(1)
Revenue share of
segment 1 (business
or first-class; g  1 )
Full Sample
Constant
Log distance
Log real expenditure
Interaction of log segment prices
segment g and segment 1:  g 1
segment g with segment 2:  g 2
segment g with segment 3:  g 3
Number of markets (routes)
Number of observations
U.S. International Routes Only
Constant
Log distance
Log real expenditure
Interaction of log segment prices
segment g with segment 1:  g 1
segment g with segment 2:  g 2
segment g with segment 3:  g 3
Number of markets (routes)
Number of observations
Regional dummies included
Country dummies included
Year dummies included
Monthly dummies included
Random market effects taken into
account

(2)
Revenue share of
segment 2
(economy full;
g  2)

(3) a
Revenue share of
segment 3 (economy
discount or other;
g  3)

0.2236 (0.0007)
0.0521 (0.0051)
0.0697 (0.0263)

0.1511 (0.0009)
-0.1094 (0.0103)
-0.3417 (0.0528)

0.6253 (0.0015)
0.0573 (0.0113)
0.2720 (0.0548)

-0.0698 (0.0161)

0.0438 (0.0148)

0.0260 (0.0142)

0.0438 (0.0148)
0.0260 (0.0142)

-0.0650 (0.0186)
0.0212 (0.0108)

0.0212 (0.0108)
-0.0472 (0.0226)

415
22638

415
22638

415
22638

0.3308 (0.0028)
0.0387 (0.0075)
-0.0612 (0.0596)

0.1070 (0.0026)
-0.0369 (0.0057)
0.0886 (0.0390)

0.5622 (0.0024)
-0.0018 (0.0095)
-0.0274 (0.0743)

-0.0352 (0.0157)

0.0221 (0.0083)

0.0131 (0.0178)

0.0221 (0.0083)
0.0131 (0.0178)

-0.0751 (0.0164)
0.0530 (0.0167)

0.0530 (0.0167)
-0.0661 (0.0304)

66
3766
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

66
3766
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

66
3766
------

a

Parameter values of this equation are obtained from the parametric restrictions in equations (3), (4), and (5).
The standard errors are calculated by using the bootstrap technique.
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Table 6. GMM estimates of equilibrium capacity utilization (standard errors)

Log number of market passengers in a month

(1)
Full
Sample

(2)
Full
Sample

0.6588
(0.0048)

0.6174
(0.0088)
0.1181
(0.0591)
-0.0455
(0.0748)
0.3460
(0.2381)
0.3205
(0.0473)
0.0282
(0.0109)
-0.0158
(0.0120)
-0.2020
(0.0096)
0.4866
(0.0327)
-0.0432
(0.0324)
-0.0061
(0.0008)
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
415
22638

Short-run open skies dummy (1 if an OS
agreement was signed after 2005; 0 otherwise)
Long-run open skies dummy (1 if an OS
agreement was signed before 2000; 0 otherwise)
Log geometric mean population of the end-point
countries
Log geometric mean of income per capita of the
end-point countries
Log number of carriers
Presence of an airline alliance
Log distance
Log number of cities connected to the end-point
airports
Maximal historical average rainfall at the endpoint cities in a montha
Maximal temperature difference between January
and July at the end-point cities b
Regional dummies included
Country dummies included
Year dummies included
Month dummies included
Random market effects taken into account
Number of markets (non-directional routes)
Number of observations

No
No
No
No
Yes
415
22638

a

(3)
U.S.
International
Routes Only
0.7347
(0.0274)

No
No
No
No
Yes
66
3766

(4)
U.S.
International
Routes Only
0.6825
(0.0203)
0.1605
(0.0534)
-0.0026
(0.3441)
2.2522
(1.2726)
0.2598
(0.1734)
0.0999
(0.0337)
0.0324
(0.0523)
-0.4946
(0.0175)
0.8522
(0.0408)
-0.3864
(0.0915)
-0.0135
(0.0012)
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
66
3766

This variable is measured as the maximal value of the historical average monthly rainfall (000’s mm) at the
two end-point cities. Data were obtained from airport websites.
b
This variable is measured as the maximal value of the difference in the average temperature between July and
January at the two end-point cities. Data were obtained from airport websites.
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Table 7. Estimated demand and flight elasticities [5%-ile, 95%-ile]
% change in
demand of
business or firstclass

% change in
demand of
economy full

% change in
demand of
economy
discount

% change in
total market
demand

% change in
number of
monthly
flights

0.63
[0.51, 0.77]

0.01
[-0.06, 0.04]

-0.06
[-0.10, -0.02]

-0.04
[-0.06, -0.01]

-1.14
[-1.37, -0.91]
0.91
[0.63, 1.24]

0.09
[0.02, 0.17]
-0.56
[-0.80, -0.35]

-0.07
[-0.10, -0.03]
-0.24
[-0.40, -0.08]

-0.04
[-0.06, -0.02]
-0.15
[-0.25, -0.05]

0.05
[-0.16, 0.21]
-0.03
[-0.34, 0.27]

-0.52
[-0.81, -0.21]
0.37
[0.04, 0.63]

-0.39
[-0.58, -0.15]
0.28
[0.03, 0.46]

-0.23
[-0.36, -0.09]
--

0.13
[-0.28, 0.58]

-0.03
[-0.18, 0.09]

-0.14
[-0.24, -0.05]

-0.10
[-0.16, -0.03]

-1.73
[-1.89, -1.56]
1.20
[0.72, 1.72]

0.17
[0.07, 0.25]
-0.70
[-0.96, -0.43]

-0.06
[-0.11, -0.01]
-0.32
[-0.54, -0.10]

-0.04
[-0.08, -0.01]
-0.21
[-0.37, -0.07]

-0.47
[-0.93, -0.17]
0.17
[0.01, 0.37]

-0.57
[-1.02, -0.26]
0.20
[0.01, 0.42]

-0.53
[-0.97, -0.24]
0.18
[0.01, 0.36]

-0.36
[-0.67, -0.17]
--

a

Full Sample
One percent increase in
-1.36
the price of business or
[-1.52, -1.22]
first-class
One percent increase in
0.26
the price of economy full
[0.17, 0.34]
One percent increase in
0.63
the price of economy
[0.40, 0.89]
discount
Overall price (one percent
increase in the prices of
-0.48
all segments)
[-0.78, -0.18]
One percent increase in
0.34
the number of monthly
[0.04, 0.60]
flights
U.S. International Routes Onlya
One percent increase in
-1.08
the price of business or
[-1.28, -0.89]
first-class
One percent increase in
0.13
the price of economy full
[-0.02, 0.26]
One percent increase in
0.61
the price of economy
[0.35, 0.88]
discount
Overall price (one percent
increase in the prices of
-0.38
all segments)
[-0.76, -0.14]
One percent increase in
0.12
the number of monthly
[0.01, 0.28]
flights
a

The elasticities are evaluated at the sample mean of the explanatory variables using Algorithm 1
in the appendix. We calibrate the intercepts of the demand equations and the capacity utilization
equation so that when those equations are evaluated at the sample means of the explanatory
variables, our model replicates the sample means of the market outcomes, which we use as the
benchmark for the elasticity calculations. The sample means for the full sample are: market
passengers 41,755; monthly flights 456; segment expenditure shares 0.22 (business plus), 0.15
(economy full), and 0.63 (economy discount); and segment prices (fare + tax) $870 (business
plus), $406 (economy full), and $299 (economy discount). The sample means for U.S.
international routes only are: market passengers 38,000; monthly flights 409; segment
expenditure shares 0.33 (business plus), 0.11 (economy full), and 0.56 (economy discount); and
segment prices (fare + tax) $1537 (business plus), $506 (economy full), and $407 (economy
discount). We use bootstrap techniques to construct the 95% confidence interval.
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Table 8. GMM estimates of the fare equations (standard errors) a
(1)
Log fare of
segment 1
(business plus)

(2)
Log fare of
segment 2
(economy full)

(3)
Log fare of
segment 3
(economy
discount or
other)

Full Sample
Short-run open skies dummy
-0.5726 (0.1286)
-0.7019 (0.0830)
Long-run open skies dummy
-0.2041 (0.0264)
-0.2836 (0.0195)
Log number of market passengers in a month
0.7224 (0.1032)
0.1832 (0.0940)
Capacity utilizationb
-0.0198 (0.0186)
-0.0582 (0.0140)
Log number of carriers
-0.1724 (0.0309)
-0.0185 (0.0267)
Log distance
0.6431 (0.0295)
0.3210 (0.0263)
Log distance × crude oil price
0.0196 (0.0164)
0.0573 (0.0142)
Presence of an airline alliance
-0.0248 (0.0198)
-0.0064 (0.0140)
Maximal historical average monthly rainfall between the end-point
cities c
0.2722 (0.0540)
0.0682 (0.0427)
Maximal temperature difference between January and July at the
end-point cities d
0.0172 (0.0011)
0.0121 (0.0083)
Number of markets (routes)
415
415
Number of observations
22638
22638
U.S. International Routes Only
Short-run open skies dummy
-0.4886 (0.0456)
-0.2621 (0.0375)
Long-run open skies dummy
-0.2509 (0.0480)
-0.2058 (0.0412)
Log number of market passengers in a month
0.2945 (0.1043)
0.3121 (0.1009)
Capacity utilizationb
-0.0163 (0.0210)
-0.0046 (0.0188)
Log number of carriers
-0.0798 (0.0412)
-0.0411 (0.0392)
Log distance
0.2943 (0.0309)
0.0820 (0.0315)
Log distance × crude oil price
0.0961 (0.0226)
0.0928 (0.0229)
Presence of an airline alliance
-0.2050 (0.0514)
-0.1059 (0.0538)
Maximal historical average monthly rainfall between the end-point
cities c
0.1712 (0.1200)
0.2102 (0.1223)
Maximal temperature difference between January and July at the
end-point cities d
0.0224 (0.0016)
0.0176 (0.0014)
Number of markets (routes)
66
66
Number of observations
3766
3766
a
Region, country, year and month fixed effects are included in all the regressions.
b
Capacity utilization is constructed by logKmt   0.6174 logQmt  in the full sample and
logKmt   0.6825 logQmt  in the U.S. subsample.
c
This variable is measured as the maximal value of the historical average monthly rainfall (000’s mm) at the
two end-point cities. Data were obtained from airport websites.
d
This variable is measured as the maximal value of the difference in the average temperature between July and
January at the two end-point cities. Data were obtained from airport websites.
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-0.4996 (0.0796)
-0.1492 (0.0171)
0.2276 (0.0728)
-0.0229 (0.0107)
-0.0217 (0.0204)
0.3812 (0.0200)
0.0609 (0.0106)
-0.0124 (0.0103)
0.0258 (0.0343)
0.0108 (0.0007)
415
22638
-0.2476 (0.0436)
-0.2412 (0.0448)
0.5715 (0.1278)
0.0157 (0.0273)
-0.1378 (0.0515)
0.1609 (0.0424)
0.0783 (0.0301)
-0.2641 (0.0770)
0.3202 (0.1512)
0.0146 (0.0019)
66
3766

Table 9. GMM estimates of the market structure equation (standard errors)
Log number of carriers Log number of carriers
Full Sample
U.S International
Routes Only
Short-run open skies dummy (1 if an OS
-0.2222
-0.1484
agreement was signed after 2005; 0
(0.1205)
(0.0891)
otherwise)
Long-run open skies dummy (1 if an OS
0.1684
0.2279
agreement was signed before 2000; 0
(0.0270)
(0.0803)
otherwise)
Log total fare revenue in a month
0.5336
0.2171
(0.0783)
(0.0582)
Presence of an airline alliance
0.1620
0.2765
(0.0209)
(0.0679)
Log distance
0.1139
0.2098
(0.0204)
(0.0227)
Log total number of carriers in the end0.5501
0.3998
point countries
(0.0416)
(0.0785)
Log number of cities connected to the end- -0.2638
-0.1077
point airports
(0.0431)
(0.0542)
Regional dummies included
Yes
Yes
Country dummies included
Yes
Yes
Year dummies included
Yes
Yes
Month dummies included
Yes
Yes
Random market effects taken into account
Yes
Yes
Number of markets (routes)
415
66
Number of observations
22275
3709
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Table 10. Initial (short-run) effects of eliminating open-skies agreements on U.S.
international routes that were signed between January 1, 2005 and December 31, 2009 a
Observed outcomes Simulated change
after signing OSA
from eliminating
open skies
agreements
Average segment full price in $ [5%-ile, 95%ile]
First class or business
1491
+50%
[214, 3276]
[+38%, +54%]
Economy full
497
+21%
[152, 992]
[+16%, +23%]
Economy discount
308
+13%
[170, 495]
[+12%, +14%]
Average segment demand (number of passengers
per month) [5%-ile, 95%-ile]
First class or business
8792
-30%
[1010, 20248]
[-34%, -24%]
Economy full
5311
-29%
[709, 12734]
[-48%, -16%]
Economy discount
28063
-6%
[8250, 63339]
[-11%, +1%]
Average market demand (number of passengers 42165
-13%
per month) [5%-ile, 95%-ile]
[13718, 89998]
[-14%, -12%]
Average number of monthly flights [5%-ile, 504
-21%
95%-ile]
[151, 1222]
[-22%, -20%]
Average number of carriers per route[5%-ile, 14
+17%
95%-ile]
[7, 23]
[+16%, +19%]
Annual change in travelers’ aggregate welfare
from
negotiating open skies agreements
(millions of dollars)b
Pure price effects
--1974
Additional flight frequency effects
--1029
Total
--3003
Number of markets (routes)
26
26
Number of observations
798
798
a
We calibrate the constants of the equations for each month and each market so that the
simulation model replicates the observed market outcomes under the current regulatory status.
b
The annual welfare gain is calculated by multiplying the estimated average monthly welfare
gain in a market by the number of months in a year and the number of markets.
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Table 11. Additional long-run effects of eliminating open-skies agreements on U.S.
international routes that were signed before January 1, 2000 a
Observed
Simulated
outcomes during
change from
2005 to 2009
eliminating open
skies agreements
Average segment full price in $ [5%-ile, 95%-ile]
First class or business
1884
+26%
[736, 3011]
[+25%, +26%]
Economy full
568
+18%
[241, 1178]
[+15%, +19%]
Economy discount
542
+21%
[218, 946]
[+18%, +22%]
Average segment demand (number of passengers
per month) [5%-ile, 95%-ile]
First class or business
3930
-12%
[1368, 8948]
[-14%, -10%]
Economy full
2708
-26%
[342, 7128]
[-57%, -11%]
Economy discount
26249
-9%
[10383, 52045]
[-10%, -7%]
Average market demand (number of passengers 32888
-10%
per month) [5%-ile, 95%-ile]
[16074, 60822]
[-11%, -9%]
Average number of monthly flights [5%-ile, 95%- 333
-8%
ile]
[144, 611]
[-9%, -8%]
Average number of carriers per route[5%-ile, 17
-19%
95%-ile]
[12, 23]
[-19%, -18%]
Annual change in travelers’ aggregate welfare
from eliminating open skies agreements (millions
of dollars)b
Pure price effects
--704
Additional flight frequency effects
--138
Total
--842
Number of markets (routes)
11
11
Number of observations
628
628
a
We calibrate the constants of the equations for each month and each market so that the
simulation model replicates the observed market outcomes under the current regulatory status.
b
The annual welfare gain is calculated by multiplying the estimated average monthly welfare
gain in a market by the number of months in a year and the number of markets.
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Table 12. Effects of signing open skies agreements (OSA) on U.S. international routes that
did not have those agreements as of December 31, 2009 a

Average segment full price in $ [5%-ile, 95%-ile]
First class or business
Economy full
Economy discount
Average segment demand (number of passengers
per month) [5%-ile, 95%-ile]
First class or business
Economy full
Economy discount
Average market demand (number of passengers
per month) [5%-ile, 95%-ile]
Average number of monthly flights [5%-ile, 95%ile]
Average number of carriers per route [5%-ile,
95%-ile]
Annual change in travelers’ aggregate welfare
from negotiating open skies agreements (millions
of dollars)
Pure price effects
Additional flight frequency effects
Total
Number of markets
Number of observations

Observed
outcomes during
2005-2009

Simulated initial
change from
negotiating OSA b

Simulated
additional long run
change from
negotiating OSA c

1458
[284, 3667]
492
[164, 1078]
405
[138, 914]

-34%
[-35%, -33%]
-18%
[-19%, -17%]
-12%
[-13%, -11%]

-20%
[-21%, -19%]
-16%
[-16%, -15%]
-17%
[-18%, -16%]

5365
[423, 14336]
5101
[458, 14226]
27485
[10143, 52069]
37952
[14956, 70623]
397
[146, 806]
12
[3, 23]

+41%
[+31%, +48%]
+50%
[+21%, +87%]
+8%
[+1%, +13%]
+16%
[+15%, +17%]
+28%
[+27%, +28%]
-15%
[-16%, -14%]

+10%
[+1%, +14%]
+22%
[+12%, +49%]
+11%
[9%, +12%]
+12%
[+11%, +12%]
+10%
[+9%, +10%]
+23%
[+22%, +23%]

---29
1614

+1562
+560
+2122
29
1614

+1427
+222
+1649
29
1614

a

We calibrate the constants of the equations for each month and each market so that the
simulation model replicates observed market outcomes under current the regulatory status.
b
This scenario simulates the initial short-run effect of open skies agreements if the agreements
were signed between 2005 and 2009.
c
This scenario simulates the persistent long-run effects of open skies agreements if the
agreements were signed before 2000.
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Table A1. Regression tests of the instruments in the bottom-level demand equations
(Numbers in parentheses are standard errors.)
Instrumental variables
(1)
(2)
(3)
Dependent
variable: Log air
fare of segment
1

Dependent
variable: Log air
fare of segment
2

Dependent
variable: Log
real expenditure a

Full Sample (22638 observations for each specification)
Demeaned log tax per person of
segment 1

0.1573 (0.0068)

Demeaned log tax per person of
segment 2

0.4641 (0.0085)

Demeaned log geometric mean
population of the end-point countries

1.2954 (0.2931)

Demeaned log geometric mean
income per capita of the end-point
countries

0.3437 (0.0551)

Instruments for other endogenous
variables and exogenous regressors
included?

YES

YES

YES

U.S. International Routes Only (3766 observations for each specification)
Demeaned log tax per person of
segment 1

0.4192 (0.0194)

Demeaned log tax per person of
segment 2

0.4923 (0.0162)

Demeaned log geometric mean
population of the end-point countries

6.2845 (1.9127)

Demeaned log geometric mean
income per capita of the end-point
countries

0.5336 (0.2123)

Instruments for other endogenous
variables and exogenous regressors
included?

YES

a

YES

YES

Real expenditure is constructed by using equation (2) in the text and GMM estimates of the
parameters.
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Table A2. Regression tests of the instruments in the top-level demand equation
(Numbers in parentheses are standard errors.)
Instrumental variables

Demeaned average tax per
person across segments

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Dependent
variable: market
price index a

Dependent
variable: log flight
frequency (number
of flights)

Dependent
variable: log
geometric mean
population of the
end-point countries

Dependent
variable: log
geometric mean
income per capita
of the end-point
countries

Full Sample (17572 observations for each specification)
0.0066 (0.0002)

Demeaned log geometric
mean population of the
end-point countries

0.8181 (0.3321)

Demeaned log geometric
mean income per capita of
the end-point countries

0.9825 (0.0059)

Demeaned first-difference
of one year lag log flight
frequency

0.2229 (0.0164)

U.S. International Routes Only (2940 observations for each specification)
Demeaned average tax per
person across segments

0.0046 (0.0005)

Demeaned log geometric
mean population of the
end-point countries

0.9472 (0.0040)

Demeaned log geometric
mean income per capita of
the end-point countries

0.9948 (0.0013)

Demeaned first-difference
of one year lag log flight
frequency
Instruments for other
endogenous variables and
exogenous regressors
included?

0.2047 (0.0316)

YES

YES

a

YES

YES

Price index is constructed by using equation (2) in the text and GMM estimates of the
parameters.
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Table A3. Regression tests of bilateral trade as the instrument for the short-run open-skies
dummy in the equilibrium capacity utilization equation and segment fare equations a
(Numbers in parentheses are standard errors.)
Instrumental variables
(1)
(2)
Dependent variable: the short-run
open-skies dummy

Dependent variable: the short-run
open-skies dummy

Full Sample
Demeaned monthly
trade value between
the end-point countries

0.0059 (0.0002)

Demeaned one-year
lag of monthly trade
value between the endpoint countries
Number of obs.

0.0041 (0.0003)

22638

18019

U.S. International Routes Only
Demeaned monthly
trade value between
the end-point countries

0.0102 (0.0004)

0.0097 (0.0006)

Demeaned one-year
lag of monthly trade
value between the endpoint countries
Number of obs.

3766

3009

a

Note: instruments for other endogenous variables and exogenous regressors in equilibrium
capacity utilization equation and segment fare equations are included in all estimations.
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Table A4. Testing cointegration between log number of market passengers and long
number of flights based on regression equation (11) in the texta
Variables
(1)
(2)
(3)
Full Sample
-0.4569
-0.4014
-0.3426
eˆm t 1
(0.0051)
(0.0059)
(0.0114)
p
Not
included
Included and p  1
Included and p  15
eˆmt  j j 1
~
Included
X mt (including year and month Not included Included
dummies)
Overall R2
0.04
0.03
0.04
Number of observations
25849
24988
18389
U.S. International Routes Only
-0.6059
-0.5614
-0.5294
eˆm t 1
(0.0143)
(0.0172)
(0.0369)
p
Not included Included and p  1
Included and p  15
eˆmt  j j 1
~
Included
X mt (including year and month Not included Included
dummies)
Overall R2
0.08
0.01
0.05
Number of observations
4141
4067
3067
a
Numbers in parentheses are standard errors.
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Table A5. Robustness check: GMM estimates of equilibrium capacity utilization
(U.S. International Routes Only)
(1)
Baseline results: Model
4 of Table 6 in the text
using demeaned bilateral
trade value as the
instrument for short-run
open-skies dummy
(standard errors)
Log number of market passengers in a month
0.6825
(0.0203)
Short-run open skies dummy (1 if an OS agreement was
0.1605
signed after 2005; 0 otherwise)
(0.0534)
Long-run open skies dummy (1 if an OS agreement was
-0.0026
signed before 2000; 0 otherwise)
(0.3441)
Log geometric mean population of the end-point
2.2522
countries
(1.2726)
Log geometric mean of income per capita of the end0.2598
point countries
(0.1734)
Log number of carriers
0.0999
(0.0337)
Presence of an airline alliance
0.0324
(0.0523)
Log distance
-0.4946
(0.0175)
Log number of cities connected to the end-point airports
0.8522
(0.0408)
Maximal historical average rainfall at the end-point
-0.3864
cities in a montha
(0.0915)
Maximal temperature difference between January and
-0.0135
July at the end-point cities b
(0.0012)
Regional dummies included
Yes
Country dummies included
Yes
Year dummies included
Yes
Month dummies included
Yes
Random market effects taken into account
Yes
Number of markets (non-directional routes)
66
Number of observations
3766
a

(2)
Using demeaned
one-year lag of
bilateral trade value
as the instrument
for short-run openskies dummy
(standard errors)
0.6785
(0.0225)
0.1885
(0.0818)
0.0403
(0.0397)
2.2382
(1.7099)
0.3897
(0.2241)
0.1150
(0.0378)
0.0548
(0.0577)
-0.5101
(0.0191)
0.8778
(0.0445)
-0.3425
(0.1007)
-0.0124
(0.0013)
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
66
3009

This variable is measured as the maximal value of the historical average monthly rainfall (000’s mm) at the
two end-point cities. Data were obtained from airport websites.
b
This variable is measured as the maximal value of the difference in the average temperature between July and
January at the two end-point cities. Data were obtained from airport websites.
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Table A6. Robustness check: GMM estimates of the fare equations (U.S. international
routes only) a
(1)
Log fare of
segment 1
(business plus)

(3)
Log fare of
segment 3
(economy
discount or
other)
Baseline results presented in Table 8 of the text using demeaned bilateral trade value as the instrument for the
short-run open-skies dummy and using both geometric mean population and income-per-capita of end-point
countries as instruments for log number of market passengers
Short-run open skies dummy
Long-run open skies dummy
Log number of market passengers in a month
Capacity utilizationb
Log number of carriers
Log distance
Log distance × crude oil price
Presence of an airline alliance
Maximal historical average monthly rainfall between the end-point
cities c
Maximal temperature difference between January and July at the
end-point cities d
Number of markets (routes)
Number of observations

(2)
Log fare of
segment 2
(economy full)

-0.4886 (0.0456)
-0.2509 (0.0480)
0.2945 (0.1043)
-0.0163 (0.0210)
-0.0798 (0.0412)
0.2943 (0.0309)
0.0961 (0.0226)
-0.2050 (0.0514)

-0.2621 (0.0375)
-0.2058 (0.0412)
0.3121 (0.1009)
-0.0046 (0.0188)
-0.0411 (0.0392)
0.0820 (0.0315)
0.0928 (0.0229)
-0.1059 (0.0538)

-0.2476 (0.0436)
-0.2412 (0.0448)
0.5715 (0.1278)
0.0157 (0.0273)
-0.1378 (0.0515)
0.1609 (0.0424)
0.0783 (0.0301)
-0.2641 (0.0770)

0.1712 (0.1200)

0.2102 (0.1223)

0.3202 (0.1512)

0.0224 (0.0016)
66
3766

0.0176 (0.0014)
66
3766

0.0146 (0.0019)
66
3766

Using demeaned one-year lag of bilateral trade value as the instrument for the short-run open-skies dummy;
using only geometric mean population of end-point countries as the instrument for log number of market
passengers
Short-run open skies dummy
-0.2248 (0.0840)
-0.2466 (0.0693)
Long-run open skies dummy
-0.2033 (0.0558)
-0.3190 (0.0485)
Log number of market passengers in a month
0.2210 (0.1982)
0.0822 (0.2235)
Capacity utilizationb
0.0127 (0.0208)
0.0201 (0.0198)
Log number of carriers
-0.0934 (0.0628)
0.0396 (0.0657)
Log distance
0.2822 (0.0351)
0.0493 (0.0352)
Log distance × crude oil price
0.0919 (0.0223)
0.1158 (0.0221)
Presence of an airline alliance
-0.1149 (0.0484)
0.0077 (0.0513)
Maximal historical average monthly rainfall between the end-point
cities c
0.1129 (0.2001)
0.0035 (0.2251)
Maximal temperature difference between January and July at the
end-point cities d
0.0204 (0.0022)
0.0139 (0.0024)
Number of markets (routes)
66
66
Number of observations
3009
3009
a
Region, country, year and month fixed effects are included in all the regressions. Numbers in parentheses are
standard errors.
b
Capacity utilization is constructed by logKmt   0.6174 logQmt  in the full sample and

logKmt   0.6825 logQmt  in the U.S. subsample.
This variable is measured as the maximal value of the historical average monthly rainfall (000’s mm) at the
two end-point cities. Data were obtained from airport websites.
d
This variable is measured as the maximal value of the difference in the average temperature between July and
January at the two end-point cities. Data were obtained from airport websites.
c
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-0.3925 (0.1118)
-0.3565 (0.0811)
0.7874 (0.3381)
0.0324 (0.0402)
-0.1861 (0.1082)
0.1551 (0.0613)
0.0840 (0.0394)
-0.2123 (0.1125)
0.5756 (0.3451)
0.0156 (0.0038)
66
3009

Table A7. U.S. international routes with open-skies agreements signed between January 1
2005 and December 31, 2009*
Origin
Destination
Origin Country
Destination
Year/month of
Country
signing OSA
Boston
London Heathrow United States
United Kingdom 2007/04
Newark
London Heathrow United States
United Kingdom 2007/04
Washington Dulles London Heathrow United States
United Kingdom 2007/04
New York (JFK)
London Heathrow United States
United Kingdom 2007/04
Los Angeles
London Heathrow United States
United Kingdom 2007/04
Las Vegas
London Gatwick
United States
United Kingdom 2007/04
London Heathrow Miami
United Kingdom
United States
2007/04
London Heathrow Chicago O’Hare
United Kingdom
United States
2007/04
London Heathrow San Francisco
United Kingdom
United States
2007/04
London Gatwick
Orlando
United Kingdom
United States
2007/04
Manchester
Orlando
United Kingdom
United States
2007/04
DUB
New York (JFK) Ireland
United States
2007/04
New York (JFK)
Madrid
United States
Spain
2007/04
Los Angeles
Sydney
United States
Australia
2008/02
Newark
Toronto
United States
Canada
2007/03
Fort Lauderdale
Toronto
United States
Canada
2007/03
Las Vegas
Toronto
United States
Canada
2007/03
Los Angeles
Toronto
United States
Canada
2007/03
New York (LGA)
Toronto
United States
Canada
2007/03
Orlando
Toronto
United States
Canada
2007/03
Miami
Toronto
United States
Canada
2007/03
Chicago O’Hare
Toronto
United States
Canada
2007/03
Las Vegas
Vancouver
United States
Canada
2007/03
Los Angeles
Vancouver
United States
Canada
2007/03
San Francisco
Vancouver
United States
Canada
2007/03
Fort Lauderdale
Montreal
United States
Canada
2007/03
*The U.S. signed an open-skies agreement with Japan at the end of 2010. The 26 routes consist
of 5 country pairs.
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Table A8. U.S. international routes governed by open-skies agreements before 2000a
Origin
Destination
Origin Country
Destination Country
Amsterdam
New York (JFK) Netherlands
United States
Rome
New York (JFK) Italy
United States
Frankfurt
New York (JFK) Germany
United States
Frankfurt

San Francisco

Germany

United States

Incheon

New York (JFK)

South Korea

United States

Incheon
Incheon

Los Angeles
San Francisco

South Korea
South Korea

United States
United States

New York (JFK)

Milan

United States

Italy

Los Angeles

Taipei

United States

Taiwan

Lima

Miami

Peru

United States

San Francisco

Taipei

United States

Taiwan

a

The 11 routes consist of 6 country pairs.
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Table A9. U.S. international routes not governed by open-skies agreements as of December
31, 2009*
Origin
Destination
Origin Country
Destination Country
Bogota
Miami
Colombia
United States
Caracas
Miami
Venezuela
United States
Cancun
New York (JFK) Mexico
United States
Cancun
Miami
Mexico
United States
Newark
Tel Aviv
United States
Israel
Buenos Aires
Miami
Argentina
United States
Fort Lauderdale
Kingston
United States
Jamaica
Guadalajara
Los Angeles
Mexico
United States
Sao Paulo
New York (JFK) Brazil
United States
Sao Paulo
Miami
Brazil
United States
Hong Kong
New York (JFK) Hong Kong
United States
Hong Kong
Los Angeles
Hong Kong
United States
Hong Kong
San Francisco
Hong Kong
United States
Honolulu
Kansai
United States
Japan
Honolulu
Tokyo Narita
United States
Japan
New York (JFK)
Mexico City
United States
Mexico
New York (JFK)
Tokyo Narita
United States
Japan
New York (JFK)
Piarco
United States
Trinidad And Tobago
New York (JFK)
Santo Domingo
United States
Dominican Republic
New York (JFK)
Santiago
United States
Dominican Republic
New York (JFK)
Tel Aviv
United States
Israel
Los Angeles
Mexico City
United States
Mexico
Los Angeles
Manila
United States
Philippines
Los Angeles
Tokyo Narita
United States
Japan
Mexico City
Miami
Mexico
United States
Miami
Port Au Prince
United States
Haiti
Miami
Santo Domingo
United States
Dominican Republic
Miami
San Jose
United States
Costa Rica
Tokyo Narita
San Francisco
Japan
United States
*The U.S. signed an open-skies agreement with Japan at the end of 2010. The 29 routes consist
of 15 country pairs.
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